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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
A very nice note from Mrs.
L.W. ( Patricia) Schwinkendorf
of Salinas, California. Thank
you for your kind words madam
and may you enjoy good health,
good spirits and the best that
life has to offer.
Now comes Mr. Vernon Cole
with a veritable whopper of a
Cucumber. This monster is
twenty inches long, sound as a
dollar and the epitomy of what
Mother Nature has to offer. Mr.
Cole, is around 82 and still
gardens. He lives at 508 South
Eighth.
The way to a man's heart is
by way of the stomach someone
once said. Well, we think
someone said it anyway. But, to
get to the point, we go home
Thursday, night hungry as all
out.ur
Wife puts the following on the
table: a roast that is so tender
that you can pull long slivers
from it unassisted by a knife,
some fresh corn drooling with
butter ( margarine), some new
potatoes boiled and cut up in
pieces, some fresh ripe
tomatoes and roast gravy. We
get started on those potatoes
and gravy and it was just plumb
pitiful. We get to thinking we
have to eat the whole thing and
by golly we just about did. We
know that a person should eat
to live, but sometimes we get
crossed up on this fact and get
to thinking visa versa.
C.C. Moseley, president of
Grand Central Industrial
Centre sends out a weekly
message. He goes overboard
sometimes, as does H.L. Hunt,
another industrialist, but still
there is great truth in what both
of them say from time to time.
Says Moseley:" "For too
many months the air has been
filled with shrill charges by
politicians against so-called
"loopholes". In the majority of
cases, Congress will discover,
there are economically soun&
reasons for these tax exemptions. This should result in a
realization that business
not government
profits,
spending, are the main source
of jobs in this country.
"Of all the Federal ixemplions, the biggest is that which
permits the homeowner to
deduct his real estate taxes and
mortgage interest. These
exemptions are vital to the
process of increasing the
nation's stock of decent housing
for everyone. Too, without
nation's housing
them, the
industry, one if its greatest
sources of jobs, would wither
away for lack of buyers."
Mr. Moseley is absolutely
correct. Both political parties at
one time or another come out
with pronouncement about
soaking the rich, hitting
business and industry with
some new tax. Business and
the jobs. If
industry supply
they do not make adirofit, there
are no jobs. It is as Twidemental
as that. Government spending
is not what supplies jobs.
Government spending is the
greatest boost to inflation that
we have today. We think that
curbing of government spending will have more to do with
halting inflation that any one
single thing.

In Our 93rd Year
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Personnel Officer 'Laid Off'
After Suing Top Demo Official
FRANKFORT, Ky. (A?) —
The personnel officer of a state
agency was "laid off" today
after suing his commissioner
and top Democratic Party officials to halt what he called political hiring, firing and
promotion of state employes.
James Thompson filed the
suit Friday in Franklin Circuit
Court against Economic Security Commissioner Gail Huecker, State Democratic Party
Chairman J. R. Miller, and two
other party officials — James
Gray and John Cecil.
Thompson said his -lay-off"
this morning, effective last Friday, apparently was a result of
the suit, although he noted that

his function of chief personnel
officer still would have to be
carried out by someone.
His suit asks for an injunction to prohibit the defendant., from "unlawfully exercising" his personnel director
duties and from exercising "political discrimination" against
state merit system employes.
The state merit system is intended to protect state employes from political pressures.
Miller was out of town today
and his secretary said he and
party headquarters had not yet
seen the suit.
Mrs. Huecker said later that
Thompson's lay off was part of
a reorganization of her depart-

No Injuries Caused By
Four Weekend Accidents
No injuries were reported in
Cars involved were a 1965
four accidents which occurred two-door hardtop, driven by
over the weekend, according to Jessie F. Payne of Paris, and a
the Murray Police Department. 1969 four-door, driven by
The first accident occurred at Milburn Evans, Route Six,
5:10 p.m. Friday at the in- *a0cording to police reports.
tersection of 4th and Main' Investigating officers said
Streets, according to depart- both cars were traveling north
ment records.
on 4th when the collision occurred. Damage to the Payne
car was to the front end and
damage to the Evans car was to
the rear end,according to police
reports.
The second accident occurred
at 2 p.m. Saturday afternoon on
Highway 641. Cars involved
were a 1972 pickup, driven by
Otis G. Finney, and a 1966
pickup, driven by .Rue C.
Four farms will be included in Overby, according to police
the Calloway County Crop* reports.
Tour to be held on Wednesday,
Investigating officers said the
August 2, starting at 12:30 p.m., Finney vehicle was traveling
according to Ted Howard, south on Highway 641 and the
County Extension Agent in Overby vehicle was traveling
Agriculture.
eat from the driveway of the
the Belair parking lot when the
from
Specialists
University of Kentucky,
collision Cideurred.Lexington and Princeton, will
Damage to the Finney vehicle
be present at each farm to was to the right side, and
answer questions and discuss damage to the Overby vehicle
the work of the herbicide plots was to the right front, according
of soybeans, tobacco, and to police records.
lespedeza.
The third accident of the
Howard said soybeans are weekend occurred at 4:35 p.m.
fast becoming one of Calloway Saturday, at the intersection of
County's best cash crops. The Circarama Dr. and 12th, acacreage of soybeans is now cording to police reports.
more than 40,000 acres this
Cars involved were a fouryear, he said.
door sedan, driven by Mildred
Of special interest will be the
(Continued on Page Twelve)
showing of the soybean cyst
nematode variety test on the
Bun H. Hughes' farm, located
on the Browns Grove Road
between Highway 121 and
Browns Grove. This will be
shown at 3:45 p.m. on the last
Rev. R.J. Burpoe, minister of
stop of the tour.
the Grace Baptist Church,
The tour will start at 12:30 Murray. will be the evangelist
p.m. at David Watson's tobacco at the revival services to be held
herbicide plot in th Green Plain at the Olive Missionary Baptist
community. At 1:30 p.m. the Church, located east of Hardin,
tour will be at Purdom starting Wednesday, August 2,
Lassiter's and Bill Harrell's and
through
continuing
soybean herbicide plot on High- Saturday, August 12.
way 94 East. The third stop will
Services will be held nightly
be at 2:45 p.m. at Gus Robert- at 7:30 p.m. Buddy Spears will
son's lespedeza herbicide plot be the song leader and Miss
on Highway 94 West on the Faye Lovett will be the pianist.
Parker Brothers farm.
The church and the pastor,
Howard urges all interested Rev. C.J. Dexter, invite the
persons to take part in this tour. public to attend the services.

Farm Tour
Planned On
Wednesday

ment designed to have fewer
persons reporting directly to
her.
The function of chief personnel officer will be part of a new
position of deputy commissioner under the executive order
which she said Gov. Wendell
Ford signed last Friday morning.
Ford could not be reached
immediately for comment on
the suit or related developments. ,
Thorilpson, a Democrat,
joined state government 11
years ago under former Gov.
Bert T. Combs and has been
chief personnel officer in the
Economic Security Department
for the last 7% years. That
service began under former
Democratic Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt and continued through
the Republican administration
of former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
into Ford's present Democratic
regime.
Thompson charged in an interview that the violations of
the state merit system law by
the current administration were
"Flagrant, blatant and totally
insensitive."
One of the state laws Thompson said is being violated forbids the hiring, promoting, dismissing or favoring of a merit
system employe on the basis of
his political opinion or affiliation.
Another law he cited requires
Continued on Page Twelve)
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Fate of Eagleton on
Democrat Ticket To
Be Decided Tonight

WARM CONFERENCE—
Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, 1)Mo.,
Democratic
vice
presidential nominee, wipes his
brow during a news conference
In San Francisco. Eagleton
meets
with
presidential
nominee George McGovern
tonight for a possible decision
on whether or not Eagleton will
withdraw as the VP nominee.

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the new party leadership urging him to pull out, Democratic
nominee
vice-presidential
Thomas F. Eagleton says he'll
take his fight for staying on the
ticket to George McGovern
tonight.
Whether he stays on will be a
joint decision, the Missouri senator said Sunday, and if presidential candidate McGovern
should ask him to get off "I
can't prejudge what I would
do."
Eagleton said he will present
his case to McGovern at a
meeting tonight—without being
pig-headed, he said—but was
not at all sure a decision would
result from the meeting.
The Missouri senator's future
on the ticket has been in question since last Tuesday when he
disclosed that he had undergone psychiatric treatment in
1960, 1964 and 1966 for mental
depression.
McGovern told newsmen early Sunday "I really don't know
at this point whether he's a•
plus or a minus" in the cam-

paign against President Nixon
but said "we might very well
decide that the thing to do is
for him to stay on."
Democratic National Chairman Jean Westwood and Vice
Chairman Basil A. Paterson,
interviewed on NBC's "Meet
the Press" Sunday, urged
Eagleton to drop out.
"It would be the noble thing
for Tom Eagleton to step
down," Mrs. Westwood said.
She said discussion of Eagleton's medical background is
eclipsing an airing of real campaign issues.
Mrs. Westwood and Paterson
were selected for their jobs by
McGovern but both said on the
television interview that they
were urging Eagleton to withdraw on their own and had not
consulted McGovern.
McGovern met at his home
for 51?2 hours late Sunday with
Mrs. Westwood and several key
members of his staff, including
political director Frank Mankiewicz, campaign manager
Gary Hart, and fund-raiser
Henry Kiznelman.

Hart confirmed the group had
discussed Eagleton's future but
would not elaborate.
Eagleton, appearing on
"Face the Nation" on CBS,
said he considers himself not
an encumbrance but an asset to
the ticket.
He said he demonstrated his
ability last week by winning
such "disenchanted" party
leaders as California fund-raiser Gene Wyman and San
Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto
over to supporting the
McGovern-Eagleton ticket.
One of Eagleton's questioners
on "Face the Nation" was columnist Jack Anderson who publicly apologized on the program
for reporting without documentary proof that Eagleton
had been arrested several
times for drunken driving.
But Anderson said he could
not in good conscience retract
the story because he has not
been able to contact an unnamed person who is said to
have photostats of the alleged
arrest citations.

Mrs. Bert Taylor Dies
In House Fire Saturday

operator for emergency before
the house. The
he fled
deceased evidently poured
gasoline on herself and the
couch where she was lying and
then set it on fire, according to
the coroner's report. The body
of Mrs. Taylor was removed
from the remains of the house at
about 9:30 p.m. Saturday.
The Murray Fire Department
was first called by the telephone
operator for help at the scene of
the fire, who in turn notified the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad. The squad truck is being
kept at the downtown fire
station while one of the city
trucks is out of order.
HOLD IT STEADY, SOLDIER—SSG Larry Jones, Rt. 3, Murray, gives instruction to a trainee
Members of the squad arrived
during the 100th DiViSIOD'S annual two-week summer camp at Fort Polk, La. Jones, a member of the
at the frame home, but were
local company of the 2nd Brigade, was one of some 3,000 Reservists in the state who returned home
unable to save any part of the
Saturday upon completion of the training.
house or contents. They were,
however, able to save a shed
behind the house. Extra water
was needed by the squad in
their fire fighting efforts of the
area and this was obtained from
the well of Marvin Lassiter
nearby. The squad stayed at
the scene until eleven p.m.
Calloway County Sheriff
A record number of 571
Wilson Gantt, dean of adClyde Steele said traffic was students at Murray State missions and registrar, said the
Members of the 100th Reserve
very congested at the Taylor
University have filed ap- exact number of graduates will Division including the Murray
house which is located about a plications for degrees to be not be known until university company returned Saturday
Two faculty members in the mile west of Taylor's Store just awarded during summer
officials have completed a July 29 after the completion of
music department at Murray off the blacktop highway.
commencement exercises Aug. check of each candidate's two weeks of annual summer
State University—Mrs. Marie
4.
credentials to certify that training at Fort Polk, La.
Taylor and Thomas-Baker—will Continued on Page Twelve)
Scheduled for 2 p.m. in the graduation requirements have
The unit, commanded by CPT
present ii, recital of piano duets
-university auditorium, the been met.
on the campus Aug. 3.
Rankin Powell, was attached to
graduation ceremony will inAmong the applications filed
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the
clude both students who com- are a record high 297 for a regular Army company and
recital hall of the fine arts
plete their work at the end of the master's degrees, 261 for assisted then in conducting
annex (the old Price Doyle Fine
eight-week summer term and bachelor's degrees, two for basic training. Most of the two
.weeks were spent at the range
Arts Building), the program
those who finish during the
The Murray-Kenlake Flotilla three-week mtersession Aug. 7- specialist in education degrees,. where the Murray Unit drill
Involves duets played by two
seven
for
specialist
in
college
sergeants instructed basic
pianists on one piano, a ratherr in cooperation with the 23
teaching degrees, and four for
trainees in marksmanship with
unique format for major piano Calloway Public Library will
associate
degrees.
hold an open meeting for .0the M-16 rifle.
music.
,Candidates for degrees
Mrs. Taylor and- Thomas, members, friends, and all inIn addition, the unit's cooks
A creek that starts at the top
represent IS states besides
both piano instructors at the terested boaters on Tuesday._
put in two weeks of intensive
of the hill leading into Almo that
foreign
and
four
Kentucky
university, will play "Sonata in August 1, at the Public Library,
drains into Clarks River just
countries. Among the can- training as they prepared the
D Major" in Mozart,"Fantaisie according to Neale B. Mason,
food daily for the 270-Ivan
east of Almo overflowed
The Murray-Calloway County didates are these from
in F Minor" by Franz Schubert, commander of the Flotilla.
training company.
causing the water to rise in the
Calloway
County:
Films produced for the US. Retired Teachers Association
popular
and
the
ever
Company D's cooks include
area.
Degrees—
James
Bachelor's
August
1,
at
will
meet
Tuesday,
Coast
Guard
on various aspects
"Hungarian Dances" IBook 1)
SSG Thomas Stem, SP6 Eddie
Residents were up at two
Henry
Armstrong,
Matilda
H.
of safe boat operation will be two p.m. at the Southside,
by Brahms.
o'clock in the morning watching
Bagwell, Tanny Gupton Bar- Masteria, SP9 Isaac Allbritten,
Mrs. Taylor has been on the shown and members of the Restaurant.
nes, Samuel George Bell, and PFC Bobby G. Campbell.
the water as it went through the
Mrs.'
Hart
and
George
the
Mrs.
discuss
faculty since 1970, and Thomas Auxiliary will
area.,Many of the gardens in the
Cheryl
Brodsky, Audrey
This year's summer amp
joined the music department in services offered by the W.Z. Carter who recently
.area were damaged extensively
returned from a world tour will Richardson Brown, Rita Gale marked the first time the entire
Auxiliary to boaters.
1971.
by the water. Gravel and white
Chaney, Martha Coil Fenton, division bad trained together
Mason urges all interested present the program.
rock from the streets were
Members will order their own John Ray Forsee, David Allen since 1968 and the first time the
persons to attend.
washed onto the yards of the
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
unit had been to Fort Polk since
refreshments. All retired Frizzell.
Terry Mitchum, age 23, of
residents along with debris
teachers are cordially invited to
Carl the Berlih Crisis in 1961.
Gregory,
Rose
Marie
BLANICENSHIP CIRCLE
from the creek .area.
Cadiz Route Four was treated
attend,
an
association David Hardie, Victoria Potuck
The Blankenship Circle of the
Water in many of the wells of at 8:45 a.m. on Saturday at the
spokesman said..
Hauber, Gerald Glen Kimbro,
the
of
Women
the area was contaminated by emergency room of the Murray- United Methodist
FREE GERBILS /
Carolyn
Douglas Larkin, Dwian
Eight gerbils are available
the flood, and residents are Calloway County Hospital. He South Pleasant) Grove Church
FREE PUPPIES
Myers,
McIntosh,
Frederick
E.
for free to persons for pets. For
having to get water from other sustained a fractutle of left rib in will meet Weentiday, August 2,
Fifteen puppies are available
Beverly Anne Paschall, William
wells until their wells are an automobile accident, ac- at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. free for pets. For information
further information call 753Roy C-othrarr2443.
cleared.
cording to hospital officials.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
call 753-9360.

Rev. R. J. Burpoe
Is Revival Speaker

Almo Residents Continue
Clean-Up From Flash Flood

Residents of the community
, Mrs. Schroeder who lives in of Almo are still cleaning up
the two story block house at today from the effects of flash
Almo reports the high water floods that hit the area about
Thursday night filled their two o'clock Friday morning.
The flash flood occurred
basement. Two pet ducks got
during
the electrical storm that
she
wonand
with
oil
covered
dered how to get it off. The only struck the Murray and
thing we could think of was to Calloway County area all
through the night. The flash
use some mild detergent like
Joy or ye]or Ivory. We hope she flood followed the rains that
had occurred in the area during
is successful in saving the two
the
day and night previously.
ducks.
Water was as high as eight
inches in some
parts of the
Almo area. The homes of L. G.
Tublxi and Otto Zetsche had
- water damage and furniture
Continued partly cloudy and has to be removed from the
warm today and tomorrow. Tubbs home. The water also
High today about 86, low tonight entered the back door of the
about 68. High tomorrow about home of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
. No precipitation indicated. Outland.

The Weather

IMPS in a
est consumes
n dioxide a
four tons of
nd produces
w wood, says
I Institute.

One Section %

Mrs. Bert (Maydell) Taylor,
age 63, died in a fire that consumed the home and contents in
the Taylor's Store community
of the southwest part of
Calloway County about 7:15
Saturday evening.
James H. Shelton, deputy
coroner for Calloway County,
was at the scene and said that
Mrs. Taylor's death was ruled
as suicide, Bert Taylor,
husband of the deceased, said
his wile was in one room of the
house while he was in another
room watching television with
the door closed between the two
rooms, according to Shelton.
Taylor said he heard an explosion, opened the door to the
room where his wife was and it
was like an "inferno," the
deputy coroner said.
Taylor was able to dial the

Record Number Apply
For Degrees At MSU

MSU Faculty
Members To
Give Recital

Boating Program At
Library On Tuesday

!Jared Teachers
TeMeet Tuesday

100th Reserves
Complete Two
Weeks Training
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Lion For All Seasons
Frasier, that elderly make chauvinist lion, died
last week. He left seven present wives, one of them
expecting another litter, 35 children and one
grandchild. He also died a television star with a
scrapbook of newspaper clippings.
Frasier was even "lionized" on the steps of the
Capitol by a group of admiring senior citizens. That
admiration was well-deserved. Not many can
boast of an adulthood in a traveling circus and
retirement in a harem.
Frasier died quietly with lots of friends, animal
and human, pleasant memories and worldwide
attention. That's an obituary to envy. - Memphis
(Tenn.) Commercial Appeal

Predicting
In preparation for the fall presidential campaign,
we recently picked,up our copy of Louis H. Bean's
"How To Predict The 1972 Elections."
We put it down a few minutes later when Mr.
Bean identified Sen. George McGovern as "one of
the lesser rated candidates." - Charlotte (N.C.)
Observer
1-

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER ê TIMM MA

Robert Paul Kemp, Sr., age 43, of Miami. Fla..
who died suddenly yesterday after suffering a heart
attack at the home of Miss Erie Stewart. 1319 Olive
Street, Murray. and Randall Jones. age 89, of
Kirksey who died today at Rest Haven Rest Home.
Paducah, are the deaths reported.
Mrs. Clinton Pennington of Murray was among the
contributors to the Household Hints column in the
August issue of the magazine, The Kentucky Farmer.
Dr. H.L. Oakley has taught a five weeks graduate
course at Utah State University, Logan. Utah. this
summer. His wife and children. George and Mary
Jo, have been with him there.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Elkins and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
McDougal returned recently from a motor trip to
Cypress Gardens and Daytona Beach. Fla.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIKES RILE

o's

Joe T. Parker, Sr., Murray optometrist and
jeweler, died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Marvin Hill, Harvey Dixon. Herbert Perry. and
Randall Wrather, Calloway County, attended the
annual meeting of the Soil Conservation district
supervisors of the First District held at Paducah.
The Murray Little League All Stars defeated the
Paris, Tenn., All Stars by the score of 7 to 6 in an 8
inning game played at Murray City Park.
Mrs. Sam Jones of Alliance. Ohio, has returned
home after being called to Murray due to the death
of her father. Charlie Gibbs.

wHo'S 41ATI4G?'

Safety first
best bet
at cookout

Attack PI dged On
'Shoddy' roducts'
ST. LOUIS—A bold attack on
the promoters of "shoddy
products, shoddy government
and shoddy philosophies" was
pledged by J.D. Lee, newly
elected president of the
American Trail Lawyers
Association at the lawyers' 26th
Annual Convention here.
Lee, a 43-year old attorney
from Madisonville, Tennessee,
condemned corporations and
the insurance industry, who he
accused of "taking advantage
of the consumer". He volunteered the 27,000 member
association, largest trail bar
organization in the world, to
"win for the people the
protection they deserve" and to
"be on their side against the
faceless menace of special
interests."
He said, "If this time in our
history is to be the age of the
consumer, then it is also the age
of the trail lawyer who, more
than anyone, can and will carry
the consumer's fight for justice,
for fairness, for dignity, for
human rights."
Lee stated,"We are the voice
of the people and we must raise
that voice, now and in the years
ahead."
"We must challenge the
irresponsible manufacturers,
the
bureaucrats, the
propagandists who selfishly
promote shoddy products,
shoddy government and shoddy
philosophies to the public."
"We must challenge the
people. to no longer permit
themselves to be exploited,
cheated and demeaned."
Lee's acceptance speech
highlighted a program on the
theme "The lawyer as the
consumer advocate." Legal
educational sessions throughout
the week have focused on issues
of environmental
pollution,
products liability, medical
negligence and malpractice,
rights of privacy, automobile
insurance reform, and rights of
the accused.
Lee sounded concern over the
current issue of "no-fault" auto

insurance, claiming the public
is being misled and the lawyers
maligned because of their
criticism of "faulty no-fault".
"We are against insurance
contracts and rating systems,"
he said,"Which allow arbitrary
cancellations and non-renewals,
which discriminate against the
poor and minority groups. We
are strongly for responsible,
constructive reform in the
public interest, which is not the
same as the insurance industry's underwriting profit."
"We are the people's advocate," he asserted,"We must
expand that advocacy as never
before. We must continue to
represent the injured and the
aggrieved in the courts; to give
them redress. We must go
aggressively
into
the
marketplace and expose those
who take the people's money
without giving proper return.
We must wage war against the
sellers of cans that explode, of
medicines that harm rather
than cure, of fabrics that burn,
of insurance that doesn't insure. We must defeat those who
make our air unfit for a decent
life.
"In each of these arenas, we
must be the vigorous champions
of the individual; his personal
representative in defense of his
personal rights. We must tell
the people of their rights as well
as defend them. We must see to
it that laws are written which
are just and fair and which
properly define rights and,
responsibilities; laws which are
comprehensive and enforceable
and which above all, protect the
rights of the individual."
Lee is a past president and
former member of the Board of
Governors of the Tennessee
Trial Lawyers Association. He
holds a fellowship with the,
International Society
of
Barristers and is affiliated with
the American Bar Association,
The Tennessee Bar Association
and the Knoxville Bar
Association.

ZeitawitlieLcal*,

Jack Grogan

THEATRE_

ENDS TUESDA
They used every passion
in their incredible duel!
Charles Bronson plays the role of an Apache pursued by a posse of
white men after he kills a sheriff who has been taunting him.
"Chato's Land," a United Artists release, will open Sunday at the
Capri Theatre,

Bible Thoughtfor Today
-

Jesus has assured us that when we undertake to do
God's.svill that God is with us.
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Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Life for animals, especially those domestic
creatures that must continually do battle with the
emotions aroused by conflict in our modern society,
is mainly a catching experience: the cat catches the
mouse,the dog catches the cat, woman catches man
and man catches hell.
"Fortunately, man can get used
to anything—even Hell."
—Dictionary of Opinlons

Dear Editor:
Since many, if not most of
your readers, are interested in
the progress of planning and
engineering of the next section
of U.S. Highway 641 North, they
will be Interested in learning
that the final right-of-way plans
for this 11.2 mile section of new,
four-lane highway are approximately 40 per cent
complete. His expected that the
State Highway Department
should have the completed
Frankfort
by
plans in
December.
Following approval by their
office and the U.S. Bureau of
Public Roads, opportunity will
be given for a public hearing on
these. This should come by late
winter. So work is progressing
as rapidly as possible on the
design engineering in spite of
the fact that we may not see
surveyors working the area.
Preliminary planning is also
proceeding on the four-laning of
the 12th Street to the new section of U.S. 641, but considerable time may elapse prior
to design .and construction.
However, this project should
now have number one priority
in order to avoid excessive
traffic congestion between the
present four-lane section of
South 12th St. and the future
four-tag of U.S. 641 North
As for the proposed fourtailing of Main Street between
6th and 16th Streets, local opposition has rapidly grown to
the point that it presently far
outweighs the support which
was generated by local
governmental and business
organizations for the public
hearing July 11.
Without criticizing their
stand, which no doubt was taken
for the supposed benefit of the
community,it is becoming quite
apparent that this action in
most cases, was taken illadvisedly.
The Main Street four-inning
project was at one time considered necessary for maintaining adequate traffic flow'
between the University and the
downtown business area. This
reached its climax five years
ago when a commitment for
carrying out the proposal was
secured from both gubernatorial candidates. Under the
last state administration,
planning began, but it is now
apparent that it is a piece-meal
plan and will not solve our
traffic problems related to Main
Street.
Any commercial enterprise
depending on traffic from Main
Street should now be fully
aware of this fact, including the
fact that their business in
almost every case would be
irrepairably damaged, as has
been pointed out previously.
This, in turn will hurt the entire
community.
The
only
supporting
argument now remaining is that
the funds which would become
available from State and
Federal sources should be used,
but this is a most dangerous and
foolish philosophy. The project
would result in tremendous
losses to many individuals and
commercial enterprises, including damage to the environment and general appearance of the city as opposed
to very few if any, advantages.
A.H. Koppertid
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All Nathan said to the king, Go, do all that is in
thine heart; for the Lord is with thee.—II Samuel
7:3.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Commonwealth has been
awarded a grant of $1.3 million,
through the National Center for
Family Planning Services
(HEW), to provide comprehensive family planning
services within the state.
"We hope to reach 18,000
families during the first year,"
said William P. McElwain,
M.D., Commissioner of the
State Department of Health.
"And by the end of 1975, all the
medically indigent individuals
living in Kentucky should have
accessibility to family planning
services." This program will
provide for comprehensive
patient
medical
care,
recruitment, educational
programs,systematic follow-up
of patients and periodic
evaluation.
In addition to contraception
and counseling, the new plan
will require that each family

Books About
American Life
At The Library

The Flying Guns
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planning patient be screened for
health problems such as high
pressure, anemia,
blood
diabetes, syphillis, gonorrhea
and cancer.
Voluntary male and female
sterilization will be available
for those who request and need
the procedure. Couples may
also receive counseling for
infertility problems.
This plan for the organization
and delivery of family planning
services was developed by a
Statewide Task Force on Faily
Planning after months of
studying Kentucky's regional
and state family planning
needs. The Task Force, working
under the direction of the State
Comprehensive Planning
Council with Mrs. John A.
Serpell as Chairman, was
composed of various state, local
and private agencies including
the State Departments of
Welfare,
Health,
Child
Economic Security, and Mental
Health, the Kentucky Medical
Association, The University of
Kentucky, The University of
Louisville,Planned Parenthood,
Mountain Maternal Health
League, as well as consumer
representatives from the state.
I:velerAnnswis
,
Under the new plan, a
Books which have exerted a Statewide Review Committee
will provide objective constrong and enduring influence
on the American way of life are sideration of all regional plans
and the State Department of
now on display at the Calloway
Health will provide the
County Public Library.
necessary administrative
Fifty books chosen from
services. Donald Hochstrasser,
America's earliest beginning to
Ph. D., Chairman of the
the present are represented in
Statewide Review Committee
the display.
BOSTON ILPI I — The
Robert Downs, one of stated, "Our primary role is
nonprofit National Fire America's most
working with all groups and
distinguished
Protection Association offers
regions
within the state to do the
librarians,
has
compiled
the
list
the following tips for barbecuebest job possible."
and written the book Famous
lovers:
According to Jorge Deju,
—Never add any flammable American Books. His chief
M.D., Director of the State
liquid to a burning fire; use criteria for inclusion of a title
starter fuels sparingly and only was its effect on history-Health Department's Division
before the fire is lighted. Never whether or not
of Maternal and Child Health,
its
ideas
evenuse gasoline, paint thinners.
tually won wide acceptance, the regions in greatest need of
alcohol or similar liquids.
—Keep fire-starter cans caused the rise of disciples, family planning services will be
encouraged to submit plans.
rivals, and imitators and
away from the barbecue.
"One of the strengths of the new
—Better still, use a solid
the part of American
starter, a cake-form chemical lives,
plan is that the regions will
which reduces chances of.a
determine their own needs in
Some
of
the
books
included
in
flareup.
family plannong," he said.
—Keep youngsters at a safe the display are: James
An important component of
distance from the barbecue. Fenimore Cooper's Leatherthe plans will be coordination
—Watch
lightweight stocking Tales, The Virginian
clothing, such as frilly party by Owen Wister, The Grapes of-1 between multi-county or
dresses little girls often wear. Wrath by John Steinbeck,
'regional agencies and planning
Paul
and review at the regional
Ehrlieles The Population
Bomb and Walden by Henry D. level," Dr. Deju said.
Short Circuit
Thoreau.
If a fuse blows and you
Most of the fifty books are
replace it and it blows again, available at the Calloway
call an electrician. There's
County Public Library or may
probably a short eirctlit
be borrowed from the DepartDear Editor,
somewhere.
ment of Libraries in Frankfort.
What has happened to my
party" I have been a life long
Democrat and all of a sudden
me and my kind are no longer
welcome in the party. The old
line Democrats worked hard,
made the party and now we are
thrown out by these new leftist
upstarts.
If we leave that McGovern in
charge, he will ruin the party.
And if he wins, he'll have
grabbed permanent control and
the true Democrat Party will be
gone forever.
I'm going to cast my vote for
the Democrat
party which
means against that George
McGovern.

PARIS
PEACE
TALKS

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Just the other day the Treasury Department
issued another report on the success of the sky
marshals plan, and it revealed that in the previous
16 months nearly 50,000 weapons were confiscated.
Just imagine - 50,000 people in and around airports
with gun, knife, bomb or other lethal instrument in
their possession! No wonder the pilots felt impelled
to strike for international anti-hijacking laws. Anniston (Ala.) Star
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----k—r••••egesietweirBULLIST BUSINESS--Myrtis Dightman, of Corekett, Tex., is
shown riding a Brahma bull at the Cheyenne Frontier Days
Rodeo. (Heitman wants to be the best rodeo bullrider in the
world, instead of the best black bullrider. He thinks he might
make it this year.
(AP WIrephotoi
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Delegates From Calloway And Murray High
FHA Chapters Attend Hardinsburg Meet
, Hardinsburg was the scene of
this year's second major
"political" convention as 122
Kentucky Future Homemakers
officers gathered to make their
stand for the theme "Vote for
FHA Leadership."
While campaigning for better
leadership abilities, July 24-27,
state officers, under the
direction of Susan Scott, Sedalia
High School, state president,
served as caucus leaders to help
district officers plan their
strategies for the year.
Local officers attending
were: Janey Kelso, Calloway
County High, and Krista
Kennedy, Murray High School.

Monday, July 31
Calloway
County
The
Republican Committee will
meet at the Calloway County
Court House at 7:30 p.m. All
interested persons are invited.

The girls were accompanied by
Miss Lucy Forrest and Mrs.
Lucy Lilly, advisors.
Activities of the FHA Party
includes Recreational Primary
Races, a quiz game of Issues
and Answers, and The Lanetta
Taylor Show, presented by the
State Song Leader.
One program feature was a
report from delegates to the
National Convention: Susan
Scott, Beverly Newton and
Janey Kelso.

Babies available
for adoption

Ideas were also suggested
toward the National Projects:
"Decisions That Count" and
"Make Time Work For You."

Coffee Cup Chatter
as high yoke seaming, wide
collars. Use accessories that
broaden the shoulder—for
example a triangular scarf tied
at the shoulder rather than one
draped at the center front. A pin
at the side pinned high near the
face is better than one centered
at front of the dress.—Mrs.
Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 —Phone-236If sloping shoulders are your 2351.
fitting
problem,
these_j
Now that puffed sleeves are in
suggestions may help minimize'
it. Wear set-in sleeves rather fashion, you can make them
than raglan sleeves. Adjust the easier to iron by putting a hook
shoulder seam and armhole of and eye on the elastic that goes
the pattern to fit the body in the sleeve. The elastic may
be removed each time the
comfortable without caui
- garment is washed, and the flat
wrinkle 'from the nec
easier to
sleeve or under the armhole. sleeve will be much
ironing, replace the
Taking a larger shoulder seam iron. After
hook.—Dean Roper,
at the armseye that tapers to elastic and
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
the Ns" se.amline may be all that
Phone-247-2364
is necessary. Using shoulder
shaping to build up the apKNOCK -DOWN FURpearance of the sloping
shoulder may be another idea to NITURE: One of the newest in
the furniture classification is
try. Select styles that tend to
broaden the shoulder line such chrome and glass knock-down
furniture. These rang, -from
shelves, book cases, coffee
tables to serving carts. Consumer reaction to this type of
furniture has been enthusiastic.
When you move, you knock
HUMPHREY BOY
down, them reassemble. You
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hum- can
buy glass and fittings to fit
phrey, 1017 Paris Road,
the space you have.— Mildred
Mayfield, are the parents of a
W. Potts, La Center, Ky. 42056.
baby boy, weighing seven
pounds two ounces, born on
Tuesday,July 25,at 5:43 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
,
The new father is employed at
the Mayfield Printing Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elwyn Humphrey and Mr.
NEW YORK (AP) —
and Mrs. Russell Fulcher, all of
Does your new baby seem
Mayfield Route One.
to cry too often? — or does
he strain to cry but make very
little sound?
A pediatrician specializing in
congenital disorders believes
an infant's cry can provide
valuable help in diagnosing
Miss Marilyn Parks, bride- problems such as cretinism,
central nervous system damage
elect of Rodney Chatman, was and
congenital heart disease —
the honoree at a delightfully
and has authored a new casplanned personal shower held at sette tape
program to train oththe home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl er pediatricians in this method.
Steele on Thursday, July 13.
"So many disorders result in
The charming hostesses for
a characteristic cry — or a
the occasion were Miss Patsy crying impairment —
thakphyFitts and Miss Kitty Steele.
sicians examining an infant
For the prenuptial event the should make, him cry at some
honoree chose to wear a yellow, point in the examination, if he
navy, and green knit pantsuit doesn't do so spontaneously,"
with matching accessories. She explains Dr. Murray Feingold,
was presented a lovely gift director of the Center for Gencorsage of daisies of white and etic Counseling and Birth Defect Evaluation at the Boston
yellow with navy ribbon.
The bride-elect opened her Floating Hospital for Infants
many lovely gifts which had and Children.
been placed around the hearth.
"The sound of an infant's cry
Refreshments of decorated offers audible confirmation of
finger sandwiches, decorated many rather rare disorders
cookies, and punch were served most practicing pediatricians
from crystal dishes at a table don't see very often," says
beautifully decorated with an Feingold. Most of these disarrangement of burlap flowers order.] are some form of mental
retardation — such as cri du
in assorted colors.
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
RUG RULES—Chewing gum
and wax will be easier to scrape
up off a rug if you first chill it
with an ice cube wrapped in
plastic. —Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071 —
Phone-753-1452.

Mn.Harlan Heleni Hodges, right, is presented with a special cake by Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
librarian for the Calloway Public Library, in recognition of her 25th program presented at the
library, all free of charge, before her presentation of "The Year Of My Rebirth" by Jesse Stuart last
week. The inscription on the cake read "In Appreciation of You,- Library Tnistees and Staff.
(Photo by Craig D'Angelo

DEAR HEARTBROKEN: Apparently you want to adopt
a newborn, American. Caucasian baby, which is not easy
to come by. Babies of mixed parentage are available. Also
Korean babies. Also children in orphanages, some of them
handicapped. If you are sincere, and consider "problems"
a blessing, you need not remain childless.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think about a man whose
house is cluttered with pictures of himself? He has them in
every room, framed and on the walls, and sitting around in
expensive frames on every end table, and eves) on the
window sills.
This man is now fat and bald, and most of these pictures were taken long ago when he was young and handsome and had lots of hair and a trim physique. Nobody
would recognize him as the same person.
What is wrong with him?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Nothing need be "wrong" with
him. Maybe be just enjoys seeing himself as others SAM
him.
DEAR ABBY: Is it improper to put a return address on
a card of sympathy?
A friend of mine said this should never be done
HURON, S. DAKOTA
DEAR HURON: Your friend is mistaken. All mail
should have • return address. And my sympathy goes to
those frustrated postmasters and mail handlers who find
millions of pieces of mail undeliverable because of insufficient, incorrect or illegible addresses, and NO return address.

Mrs. J.E.(Otie)Trevadnue et Murray Route Four Is shown with a display of her handiwork at the
Calloway County Public Library. The public is invited to see the colorful array of stitchery which
Includes patchwork and crewel embroidery.

Pediatrician Maintains Infant's
Cry Provides Help in Diagnosis

Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Miss Marilyn Parks

DEAR ABBY: Every time 1 read a letter in your
column from parents complaining because of a problem
with a child I could scream! I would give my right arm to
have their problem
I am 23, married, and have been to several doctors
dealing with sterility problems, and I have been told I am
sterile We want to adept a child, but there is a long waiting
list of at least three years.
People who have "problems" with their children should
thank God every day of their lives that they are able to
have children—no matter what kind of problems they have
with them. They are blessed and don't even appreciate it. I
envy them their problems with their children, and I
couldn't mean it more sincerely.
HEARTBROKEN FOR REAL

chat ('cry of the cat'), hypothy"Children with central nerroidism, etc. Other ones may vous system damage usually
indicate some larynx de- cry with a high-pitched, shrill,
formity.
shrieky sound." he said. "The
intensity may not be loud — the
"The examining physician distinguishing characteristic is
should observe the quality of an the pitch."
infant's cry, the effort involved
Babies suffering from hyin crying and the ease with pothyroidism (cretinism) selwhich the infant can be made to dom cry spontaneously, and
cry," Feingold said.
may be difficult to make cry —
and when they do, the sound is
"The pitch of a normal in- generally hoarse, low intensity
fant's cry isn't screechy," he and low pitched.
elaborated. "Intensity varies as
"If the parent says the baby.
the baby inhales, cries, and
then trails off as the baby runs doesn't cry often, snap the botout of breath. When he's angry tom of its foot," Feingold counor upset the volume lends to be sels pediatricians in his Medlouder than when he's merely corn self-teaching tape.
uncomfortable."•
According to Feingold, variations in the physical effort of a
Contrasting with normal in- baby to cry should be noted and
fant cries, the cries of infants -included in the diagnosis, as
with central nervous system well as the audible qualities of
damage have almost a "spine- the cry itself.
chilling- quality. Feingold ob"First of all. the physician
serves
should discuss the baby's crying

habits with the parent.- he
said.
"How often does he cry —
too often? — not as often as
normal? And how hard is it to
make the baby cry') These are
all very sakjective questions, of
course. But they are factors
which should be included as a
routine part of an infant examination."

DEAR ABBY: Please print this for "Going Crazy," the
wife of a man who always starts projects, but never finishes anything.
I have a solution for your problem. When your husband
starts a project-painting, papering, building a patio, putting in a garden, or whatever, and then loses interest and
abandons it, that's your cue to go right to work and start to
"finish" it for him.
He will come running to show you how incompetent you
are, quickly pointing out that you are doing it all wrong.
Then he will proceed to take over the job and "show" you
bow an expert does it.
Just keep telling him how smart he is, and continue to
marvel at his expertise. And before you know it, the job
will be finished.
BEEN THERE

Shuffleboard
by men and
citizens at the
Drive at seven

will be played
women senior
courts on Ellis
p.m.

Tuesday, August 1
The Oaks Country Club will
have a call meeting at the club
house at seven p.m. All
members are urged to attend.
Woman's Club
Murray
members are asked to mail
another receipe for the new
cookbook by today to their
department representative or to
Mrs. Lawrence Philpot,813 ShaWa Circle, Murray.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Classes in Arten painting ( roll
on decorator paint) will begin at
ten a.m. at the Senior Citizens
Community Center on Ellis
Drive.
Group I of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet at Fern Terrace Lodge at
2:30 p.m. Note change in time
and date.

For

Oily Skin

the person with naturally oily skin, warm weather
can be especially trying. The
worst problem spot usually
is the area around the nose.
A steam fads! helps. Make a
tent with a towel and hold
the face over a basin of
steaming water. Cleanse
with soap and water. After
rinsing, apply pads soaked in
chilled witch hazel to the
iv-ea. Witch hazel, a pure
herbal extract, is a mild astringent.

LOSE WEIGHT
OR MONEY BACK

Odrinerr can help you become the trim
slim person you want to be. Odrfnex is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed. Contains no dangerous drugs. No starving.
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer. (Annex has been
used successfully by thousands all over
the country for 14 years. Odrinex Plan
costs $3.25 and the large economy size
$5.25. You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded. No questions
asked. Sold with this guarantee by

Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX MTN, L. A., CALIF awn and swim a
stamped, addressed envelope.

Ladies'or Men's

We Want Your
Home Loan
In a
Michael
Winner
Film

I Artarts

Persons interested in the
upkeep of the Hazel Cemetery
are asked to meet at the Hazel
City Hall at 7:30 p.m.

PANTS SHIRTS
SLACKS
beautifully
SPORT COATS laundered
for

NO LIMIT
NO LIMIT
Prices Good Mond

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St.

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-7921

NO LIMIT

Tuesday, Wednesday July 31. Aug 1 & 2

One HOUR DRY cLeaneRs
*1
CRYING COUNTS. says Dr. Murray Feingold. director of the
center for Genetic Counseling and Birth Defect Evaluation at
the Boston Floating Hospital for Infants and Children. Dr.
Feingold says the sound of an Infant's cry may be a clue in
locating many disorders.

Central Shopping Center

Phone 753-9084

KNITS should be DRTCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS
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The Associated Press
National League
E.ast
Pittsburgh
59 35 .628 —
New York
51 41 .554 7
Chicago
50 46 .521 10
St. Louis
46 47 .495 M.*
Montreal
42 49 .462 1511
Philadelphia 34 60 .362 25
West
Cincinnati
57 36 .613 —
Houston
53 i4 .546 6
Los Angeles 49c 45 .521 8',1
Atlanta
45 50 .474 13
San Francisco 43 54 .443 16
San Diego
36 58 .383 21101
Saturday's Results
Chicago 3, St. Louis 2
Houston 7, Los Angeles 2
San Francisco 5, Atlanta 2
San Diego 4, Cincinnati 3, 17
innings
Montreal 6, New York 3
Philadelphia 5-2, Pittsburgh
2-3
Sunday's Results
Cincinnati 4-1, San Francisco
0-6, 2nd game 10 innings
Atlanta 14-5, Los Angeles 4-4
Chicago 4-5, St. Louis 0-4
San Diego 10-3, Houston 7-4,
1st game 14 innings, 2nd game
10 innings
Pittsburgh 7, Philadelphia 1
New York 3, Montreal 1
Monday's Games
Los Angeles I Osteen 11-7) at
Atlanta (McLain 1-h, N
Montreal (Moore 2-5) at New
York (Strom 0-0), N
San Diego (Arlin 8-11) at
Houston ( Dierker 8-6), N
Pittsburgh (Moose 6-6) at
Philadelphia ( Reynolds 0-7), N
St. Louis (Cleveland 12-5) at
Chicago Jenkins 13-9)
San Francisco (Stone 4-7) at
Cincinnati ( Billingharn 7-9), N
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Montreal, N
Philadelphia at New York, 2,
twi-night
Pittsburgh at St. Louis N
San Diego at Atlanta, 2, twinight
Cincinnati at Houston, N
San Francisco at Los Angeles, N
American League
East
W L Pct. GE
Detroit
54 40 .574 —
Baltimore
52 40 .565 1
Boston
47 45 .511 6
New York
45 45 .500 7
Cleveland
40 52 .435 13
Milwaukee
37 56 .398 16102
West
Oakland
58 38 .604 —
Chicago
52 43 .547 5'2
Minnesota
47 44 .516 Ps
Kansas City 45 49 .479 12
California
44 52 .458 14
Texas
39 56 .411 18'Saturday's Results
New York 8, Boston 1
Baltimore 4, Cleveland 3, 11
innings
Milwaukee 8, Detroit 3
hicago 4, Kansas City 3
Oakland 7, Minnesota 2
California 8, Texas 1
Sunday's Results
Cleveland 3-6, Milwaukee 2-1
Boston 4-2, Detroit 3-7
Texas 2-4, Oakland 1-2
Minnesota 1, Chicago 0
Baltimore 5, New York 0
California 4, Kansas City 3,
11 innings
Monday's Games
Milwaukee ( Parsons 8-8 and
Ryerson 2-2
at Cleveland
Ticirow 7-9 and Lamb 3-4), 2
twi-night
Boston ( Pattin 8-9) at Detroit
(Lolich 17-6), N
exas Paul 3-3) at Oakland
(Blue 3-5), N
New York ( Gardner 2-0 and
Peterson 10-11) at Baltimore
(Dobson 12-9 and Alexander 55), 2 twi-night
Kansas City (Nelson 3-4) at
California ( Ryan 12,81, N
Chicago ( Bahnsen 12-11) at
Minnesota Blyleven 9-12)
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City at Oakland, N
Minnesota at Texas, N
California at Chicago, N
Milwaukee at Detroit, N
Baltimore at Cleveland, N
New York at Boston, N

Horseshoes
GREENVILLE, Ohio AP)-The 10-day World Horseshoe
Pitching Championships got under way here Sunday. Rep.
Walter Powell, R-Ohio, threw
out one of the first horseshoes
to inaugurate the third annual
tourney.

Ford
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP)
— New Orleans Saints running
back Jim Ford, who..pwas injured last Novemtier: was
scheduled to have a pip removed from his knee today.
Coach J. D. Roberts said
Ford, the team's leading rusher
last season, probably would.be
out of action for about two
more weeks

I
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VOUNIS

Instructors for the Red Cross swimming lessons held at the Murray
State University pool July 10-21
left ro right, Budl Salee, Tom Brazzell, Marty Williams, Ftawley
Fair, Stacy Adams, and Jim Day
es. Tom Brazzel and Marty Williams were the directors of
the ('lasses. One hundred persons participated in this year's program.
Photo by David Hill

Kermit Zarley-Babe Hiskey
Team Takes Win In PGA Golf
LIGONIER, Pa. (AP) — Jack Lewis, 25, as a last-ndn"Great—just absolutely great," ute replacement and they were
Kermit Zarley replied when never a factor. They' had to ralasked how it felt for him and ly for a final-round 70 and were
partner Babe Hiskey to break a distant 13 strokes back at 275.
the Arnold Palmer-Jack NickHiskey and Zarley moved
laus domination of the Profes- into a share of the lead after 36
sional Golfers Association Na- holes, took sole control at the
tional Team Championship.
end of the third round and
"But, you know," Zarley re- weren't headed as they strolled
flected, -they probably would in with a relatively unexciting
have won again if they teed triumph.
Johnny Miller and Grier
up."
The longshot partners, close Jones, a pair of 25-year-olds,
friends since their college days made the only major challenge
at the University of Houston a in the final round that began in
decade ago, forged a better-ball drizzling rain and finished in
score of 66, five under par, in cool and cloudy weather.
They combined for an eightthe final round to score an easy
under-par 63 and took second
victory Sunday.
alone at 265. Gibby Gilbert and
Their 262 total was 22 strokes Lanny Wadkin
s, jsut one stroke
under par on the 70045-yard off the pace going
into the final
Laurel Valley' Golf Club, Palm- 18 holes, couldn'
t get anything
er's home course where he and going. They finishe
d with a 69
Nicklaus had compined to win and third at
266.
the two previous team crowns.
Tommy Aaron and. former
Nicklaus withdrew this year
Masters champion Charles
because of a badly infected fin- Goody were
next with a 64-267.
ger. Palmer tapped obscure
Hiskey and Zarley, both

Mann from Jackson, Tenn.,
has become one of the top
favorites with the fans in this
area with his professional
driving ability and his super
fast 77.
Due to the recent rain the
track was a little slick in spots
which provided
some interesting events especially sin
the first heat race. Cars were
slidint in every direction with
Bill Keeling 57 taking that race.
Chester Albright 8, Clarksville,
was the winner of the second
heat race and Junior Keeling 99,
the losers race.

2. Bob Calhoun 1
3. Bob Canter 51
4. Chester Albright 8
5. Junior Keeling 57
6. Rudy Collier 12
Feature Race
1. Leonard Mann 77
2. Chester Albright 8
3. Jerry English 6
4. Bob Calhoun 1
5. Willie Sellars 23
6, Jerry Wyatt 13
7. Earl Travis 92
8. Rudy Collier 12
9. Junior Keeling 57
10. Bob Canter 51.

Pairings
For Ladies'
Golf Set.,

,
CALVERT CITY, Ky. — The
Top Qualifiers
Calvert City ladies' golf asso1. Leonard Mann 77, 23.11
ciation will hold its third annual
2 Melvin Woodford 14 Jr. . 23.23 member-guest tournament Tuesday at the Calvert City Golf and
3. Bob Canter 51, 23.34.
Country Club.
First Heat
The 9 o'clock shot-gun start1. Bill Keeling 57
.ing assignments are:
2. James Pace 88
No. 1 — Glen Varini.Wakla Mulllnax.
VoteS CumeninvEleanor Griffin
3. Jerry Wyatt 13
Na 7—Mary Jane Alford-Elifabefe Gaoler. Catherine Brook1.1ane Bradley.
4. Rudy Collier 12
No. 3—Dufch Iirvard-Arilne finereeldh,
Shen Scarloce-Frances Hulse
5, Earl Travis 92
No S—Jeanie Brien-Eulene Holland, ED
Sherwood-Daffy Wallace.
6. Bobby Boley 77
Second Heat
1. Chester Mbright 8
2. Bobby English 3
3, Bob Canter 51
4. Melvin Woodford 14 Jr.
5. Bob Calhoun I
6. Leonard Mann 77

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Losers Race
Junior Keeling 99
John McEirath 220
Willie S((llars 23
Paul Hogue 88
Larry Walston 56
Bill Hay 97

Winners Race
I. Leonard Mann 77

No 7--04011Ine Weis-Jean Hunt, Dot
Jorws.Thede ewe..
No S-Betty leIllanc.Roskt
Huisnw•Virginia Howard.
No 1—Jan Cowan-Laure Porter,
Kay
Tr a v is- Sherr y COP!.
No 10—Alke Komorcreeski.Virolnio Ev•
iresi• Mary Colburn-Dorls Rom
No 11.-Betty Capp, Do,',. DoPorrieu.
Shirley Haws-Joan Fowler.
No 1)- Janice Nipp-MIllie Ba110141,
Flo
Tomsk-Virgie Wilson.
.t
No /4--Sue Gillesont
,
Mary Anderson,
Dorothy Hall-Evelyn Latta.
No. 1S—Wilda Lenti-Viroinia Davis.
Ar•
Jeffs ArrnsfrOnO-fdable
ROfklers•
No ?7-Evelyn Barlow-6race Jena*.
Bobbie Davd-Verbal Marvel.
No. lt-EarceIN Soltzpiver-Hilde
Swish
er. Jean MooSlie.(9wes15).

All-Around Title
HAYWARD, Wis. (AP)
Sven Johnson of Jewett City,
Conn., won the all-around title
in the International Lumberjack Tournament Sunday.

By MIKE BRANDON
and a walk to score their first
Ledger& Times Sportswriter
run of the contest in the second
David Hughes will walk to the inning to cut the Murray
lead to
mound at Brooks Stadium this 2-1. Three hits
and a walk
evening and inherit the toughest scored a Murray run
in the third
pitching assignment of his inning to increase
the margin
career. It will be the chore of back to two runs.
Murray lost
Murray's fireballing southpaw another run
as David
to stop Paducah or the season Alexander was thrown
out at
will be over. Even if Hughes the plate.
stops Paducah, the season still
The game became a bit more
could be over, because Murray
excitin
g in the fourth frame
must also win the second game.
when Mayfield rallied for two
Yesterday
at
Brooks runs to
knot the score at three
Stadium, Johnny Rayburn
apiece.
A single by Shelton, a
came in relief during the fourth
inning and pitched shutout ball double by Churchill and a single
the remainder of the game as by Thomasson produced the
runs.
Murray edged Mayfield 7-5. The
Brown Crouch opened , the
win eliminates Mayfield from
the double elimination First Murray half of the fourth inning
District American Legion with an infield hit. Cathey
followed with a walk and
Baseball Tournament.
If desire can win a game, Hughes singled to load the
,then Hughes should have no bases.
Johnny Rayburn drilled a
trouble in winning tonight. It
was only this past Thursday single to left center to drive in
two runs and put Murray back
against the same Paducah
ballclub that Hughes was in the lead. David Alexander
charged with a loss that enabled followed with a long sacrifice
Paducah to take the upper hand fly to left to send in the final run
over Murray in the tournament. of the inning and up the score to
Rayburn picked up his sixth 6-3.
Dan Thompson, who hadn't
win yesterday and became the
biggest winner for Murray this seen much action on the mound
season'. Providing that Hughes In thesisasrfew weeks, ran into
does come through in the first trouble in the fourth inning. A
game, then Rayburn and walk followed by two hits
Thompson will probably team produced one run and Thompup in the second game. Charlie son gave way to Rayburn.
Gibbs, who has pitched fine ball Churchill, the first man to face
Rayburn, dribbled a grounder
recently, is well rested and
to
second and was safe on an
will also be available.
Four walks and a single in the error as the fifth run of the
first inning yesterday got game for Mayfield crossed the
Murray out in front in the first plate.
Murray's last run of the
inning. Brown Crouch touched
Ma field's Mickey Thomasson game was similar to Mayfield's
for a single and then four last run. Alexander reached
consecutive runners reached base on an error by the right
fielder and Thompson came
base on walks.
throudi
with a single to move
Mayfield used two base hits
Alexander to third. Johnny

Williams, the leadoff hitter for for Mayfield.
Murray, reached on an error by
Tonight's game with Paducah
the second baseman and will get underway at 5 p.m, and
'Alexander cameacras with the the second game,if needed, will
final run of the contest.
be approximately 8 p.m. There
Thompson fired four and one will be no admission charge for
third innings for Murray. and the gaines.
was charged with all five runs
Murray
.,giving up 10 hits.
Thason walked two and Player
AB R H
fanned two in his outing. Williams-ss
5 0 0
Rayburn fired the final four and Crouch-cf
4 2 2
two thirds and allowed just two Cathey-c
3 2 0
hits while striking out two and Hughes-rf
4 1 1
walking nobody.
Rayburn-3b
5 1 2
A three hit performance by Alexander-If
3 1 1
Thompson paced Murray at the Robinson-lb
3 0 I
4 0 3
plate while Crouch and Thompson-p
4 0 1
Rayburn had two hits apiece. Gibbs-2b
Hughes, Alexander, Robinson, Totals
35 7 11
and Gibbs had a hit apiece.
201 300 001 7-11-2
Smith and Shelton had three Murray
,
"
Mayfield
010 220 000 5-12-3
hits apiece for Mayfield.

Local Baseball Roundup

Pony And Colt Leagu
Stars Are Eliminated
The Murray Colt League and Pony League All-Star teams were
both eliminated from tournament action at Paducah over the
weekend.
Saturday night the Pony League remained in competition as
David Frank pitched Murray' to a 5-4 win over Paducah Natiopal.
Tony Thurmond and Kenny Adams each belted a homer to lead
Murray in the victory.
Sunday' afternoon the Pony Leaguers dropped a 5-2 contest to
Paducah American and were eliminated from play. Tony
Thurmond pitched a fine game on the mound but his teammates
could not come through with the important runs. Murray left the
bases loaded in the seventh inning but failed to score.
The Colt League Stars dropped an 8-2 contest to Evansville
yesterday and were knocked out of competition. Charlie Rains
pitched well enough to win but his teammates were plagued by
errors and thus Murray took the loss.

NI Roundup

Pirates Score Heavy In Last
Two Innings To Down Padres

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
San Diego's 41 innings in
Associated Press Sports Writer
three consecutive overtime
The Pittsburgh Pirates
games matches the American
wouldn't mind havirjfi a little
League record but is well short
fun but the San Diego Padres
of the NI. mark. But the lastwould just like a little rest.
place Padres are enjoying givThe Pirates scored all their
ing the contenders a hard time.
runs in the last two innings
They took two from the Reds
Sunday' to rout Philadelphia 7-1
before coming to Houston.
and maintain their National
League East lead at seven
The Padres pushed across
games over the New York three runs in the 14th to win
Mets, who shaded Montreal 3-1. the opener. Derrel Thomas sin"If we, continue to get the gled home the tie-breaking run
pitching, we're going to have a and Dave Roberts, who hit a
lot of fun in the second half." three-run homer earlier, sinsaid Richie Hebner, who hit a gled in two more. Houston won
tie-breaking three-run homer as the nightcap on Jinny Stewart's
the Pirates scored four times in bases-loaded single in the 10th,
the eighth inning.
negating two home runs by San
Meanwhile, the Padres, who Diego's Nate Colbert, who tied
went 17 innings Saturday eve- Dick Allen of the Chicago White
ning to defeat Cincinnati, split Sox for the major league lead
an extra-inning doubleheader with 25.
with Houston, winning the openAn unusual interference call
er
in 14 innings but drophelped the Padres escape from
ping the nightcap 4-3 in 10.
Elsewhere, the Reds blanked a bases-loaded, none-out jam in,
San Francisco 4-0 before losing the eighth innilig of the opener
the second game 6-1 in 10 in- as pinch hitter Jesus Alou
nings, Atlanta took two from dribbled a grounder back to
Los Angeles 14-4 and 5-4 and pitcher Mike Caldwell, whose
the Chicago Cubs swept St. throw to the plate forced Doug_
Rader. But Rader knocked
Louis 4-0 and 5-4.
In the American league, De- down catcher Fred Kendall and
troit beat Boston 7-2 after los- umpire Stan Landes called it
ing the first game .4-3, Balti- interference and ruled Alou out
more blanked the New York at first for a double play.
Yankees 5-0, Texas won a pair
"The man caught the ball
from Oakland 2-1 and 4-2, Min- and he was making a play
to
nesota edged the Chicago White first base and Rader
whacked
Sox 1-0, Cleveland took two him," Landes said. "He
said in
from Milwaukee 3-2 and 6-1 and his own words he felt he
had
California topped Kansas City the right to hit him. He
deliber4-3 in 11 innings.
ately hits him with his arm and,
Pittsburgh's Bruce Kison and that's interference."
Philadelphia's Barry Lerseh
Cleon Jones, who drove in
!sere locked in a scoreless duel
until the Phillies took a 1-0 lead New York's tying run with a
in the seventh on Greg Lu- sacrifice fly, tripled in the sevonski's triple and a single by enth and scored the lead run
against Montreal on Duffy
Willie Montanez.
But Gene Clines opened the Dyer's single. Tommie Agee hit
Pirates' eighth with an infield his first home run since May 21
hit and scored on Al Oliver's in the ninth for an insurance
two-out double. Dick Selma -rr- run.
lieved Lersch and promptly unRosi Grimsley blanked San
corked a wild pitch, walked Francisco on eight
hits as the
Manny Sanguillen and saw Reds won their
opener with
Ilebner belt a three-run honor four early runs
against Juan
into the right field seals on the Marichal • but
the Giants
first pitch to him.
bounced back to take the nightThe Rues teed off on Selina cap with five runs
in the 10th
for three more runs in the ninth off ace reliever Clay Carroll
.
(rn Gene Alley's single, a sacri- Tito Fuentes drove
in the tiefice, a single by Clint's, kive breaking run with an infield
hit
Cash's triple and a single. by and Ed Goodson foklowe
d with
Vic Davalillo.
--s Thr'6ei:fiun pinph liiple. Bobby

Saturday's Feature Race At
Keeling Goes To Leonard Mann
By Jane Brandon
Leonard Mann, 77, continued
to win at Keeling Stock Track
Saturday night as he again took
the top qualifying time, the
winners race, and the big
feature race.

members of a Bible study
group that meets weekly on the
pro tour, have had long..years
of struggle.
Each has won only twice in
10 years. Hiskey ranked 100th
on the season's money list going into this tournament with
omly $13,000.
But they combined almoyt
perfectly here, each picking up
$20,000 from a total purse of
$200,000. They had 23 birdies in
the feu rounds, 16 by Hiskey,
and a single bogey. In the team
event the score is kept only on
the team's better ball on each
hole.
-It's kind of easy to win
when your partner is always on
the green, 15 or 20 feet from
the hole," Hickey said, "When
he's in that position you can
really go for the pin and try to
make birdie."

Murray Faces Showdown With
Paducah Tonight At Tourney

•,!•/tivr7
Bonds homered for the Giants'
first run and Jim Barr went the
route,
the hard-hitting
Reds to three hits.
Earl Williams and Mike Linn
each drove in three runs in Atlanta's opening-game rout of
Los Angeles and Ralph Garr
greeted reliever Jim Brewer
with a three-run seventh-inning
homer to decide the nightcap:
Williams also homered for
the Bt,wer while Frank Rosinson connected fbr the Dodgers.
Atlanta's Hank Aaron moved
into fourth place on the all-time
list of runs scored, trailing only
Ty Cobb, Babe Ruth and Willie
Mays.
Rookie Rick Reuschel scattered six hits and singled iti,,the
first run in the Cubs' thutodt of
the Cardinals. Chicago trailed
by a similar 4-0 score early in
the nigfitcap but pecked away
with single runs in the first,
third and fourth innings and finally pulled it out.in the eighth
on Glenn Beckert's two-run
single.

ickP#
1414.4.

you're puzzled as to what
to give for a gift .. .
CALL US!
We've got the answer . . .
a year's subscription is
perfect for any gift-giving
occasion, and we'll even
send a card for you.

103 No 4th Street
Phone 753-1916

-. ADAMS
4 p,C.K'S44t

ADAMS SHOE STORE
Open Friday Nights
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Pairings Named
For Calloway
Country Club
Pairings have been announced for the MurrayCalloway Country Club for
Wednesday, August 2, by Alice
Purdoni, golf hostess.
A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon. Tee off time will
be at nine a.m.
Pairings are as follows:
Evelyn Jones, Madilyn Lamb,
Nell Roach, and Jerlene
Sullivan.
Sue Morris, Eleanor Diuguid,
Betty Hinton, and Jean
Beshear.
Intis Orr, Toopie Thomas,
Patsy Purdom, and Peggy
Billington.
Reba Overby,Sue Brown, Lou
Doran, and Anna M. Adams.
Cathryn Garrott. Rebecca
Irvan, Beth Belote, and Rowena
Cullom.
Urbene Koenen, Ruth Wilson,
Nancy
Haverstock,
and
Frances Miller.
Frances Parker, Juliet
Wallis, Euva Nell Mitchell, and
Charlene Doss.
Norma Frank, Sadie West,
Euldene Robinson, and Sadie
West.
Martha S. Ryan, Judy
Latimer, Mary Watson, and
Chris Graham.
Mary Jo Hinton, Marilyn
Adkins, Mary Contri, and Patsy
Oakley.
Jean
Wilson,
Bobbie
Garrison, Irene Chitwood, and
Beverly Spann.
Lashley Foster, L. Philpot,
Nancy Hutson, and C. Chrisp.
Annie Knight, Donna Keller,
Marilyn Paillk, and Carla
Rexroat.
Persons not listed who would
like to play are asked to come
and be paired at the tee, Mrs.
Purdom said.

Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE .
BATTING (225 at bats 1—Piniella, KC,.316; Fisk, Bsn, .315.
R U N S—Ruth, Oak, 62;
D.Allen, Chi, 60.
RUNS BATTED IN—D.Allen,
Chi, 72; R.Jaekson, Oak, 59.
HITS—Rudi, Oak, 117; PiMena, KC, 113.
DOUBIRS—Piniella, KC, 22;
Ruth, Oak, 22; Fisk, Bsn, 20;
Harper, Bsn, 20; Patek, KC, 20.
TRIP'
Etal, 6;
Fisk, Bsn, 6; Rudi, Oak, 6.
HOME RUNS—D.Allen, Chi,
25; Cash, Det, 20; R.Jackson,
Oak, 20.
STOLEN BASES—D.Nelson,
Tex, 33; Campaneris, Oak, 26.
PITCHING 18 Decisions)—
PalmKaat, Min, 10-2, 83,2.
er, Bal, 13-4, .764, 1.97 Hunter,
Oak, 13-4, .764, 2.08.
STRIKEOUTS—N.Ryan, Cal,
170; Lolich, Det, 159.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1225 at bats)—Cedeno, Htn, .346; Mota, LA,.339:
B.Williams, Chi, .339.
RUNS—Morgan, CM, 83;
Bonds, SF, 74.
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
CM, 75; Stargell, Pgh, 74.
HITS—B.Williams, Chi, 128;
Brock, StL, 126.
DOUBLES—Cedeno, Htn, 23;
Bonds, SF, 23; B.Williarns, Chi,
72; Tolan, CM, 22.
TRIPINS---Brock, StL, 8;
Bowa, Phi, 7.
HOME RUNS—Colbert, SD,
25; Bench, Cin, 24.
STOLEN BASES—Brock,StL,
40; Morgan, CM, 37.
PITCHING (8 Decisions(—
Nolan, CM, 13-2, .866, 1.71 Carlr
ton, Phi, 15-6, .714, 2.37.
STRIKEOUTS—Carlton, Phi,
208; Seaver, NY, 137.

Fire Damages
Killebrew Home

Murray

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
(AP) — A basement fire
caused considerable smoke
damage Sunday to the new
$150,000 suburban Prior Lake
home owned by Minnesota
Twins first baseman Harmon
Killebrew.
There were no injuries.
Elaine Killebrew and three
daughters were napping when
the Sunday afternoon fire started. Mrs. Killebrew awoke,
smelled smoke and called the
fire department.
Killebrew, who was hitting a
home run to lead the Twins to
a 1-0 victory over Chicago, and
two sons were not at home.
A Twins' spokesman said the
fire apparently started from a
short in electrical equipment.
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Bill Mitchell Outlasts Marcoullier In
Sudden Death Playoff For Invitational

TROPHY TIME AT CALLOWAY: The winner and runnerup accept their trophies from MurrayCalloway Country Club officials after the 13th annual Murray Invitational Tournament this past
weekend. Left to right: Vernon Marcoullier, Oxon Hill, Md., runnerup; Buddy Hewitt and Don
Robinson, tournament chairmen; winner Bill Mitchell of Princeton and Club President Jimmy
Dale Clopton. Mitchell won the championship in a two-hole, sudden-death playoff with Marcoullier
after the two had finished 36 holes of play deadlocked at an even-par 144.

Housewife Wins The Way They Finished
100-Mile Race

Championship Flight
83-91-174
Herb Hurley
(0-4 Minimax Handicap)
Sherman Housman 88-86-174
71-73-144 Charles Metzger
94-86--174
AUBURN, Calif. ( AP) — A Blll Mitchell
90-85--175
Reno, Nev., housewife won the Vernon Marcoullier 73-71-144 Billy Mitchell
74-71-144 Bob Swisher
86-89-175
world's longest horse race for Kirk Jones
87-88-175
the third consecutive year Sun- Johnny Quertermous 75-72-147 Jack Wolfe
73-75-148 John Box
90-86-176
day, making the 100-mile trek Bill Hale
Scott Nall, Jr.
74-74-148 James Lassiter
81-95-176
in 12 hours and 42 minutes.
74-75.-149 Chad Stewart
Donna Fitzgerald rode an Buddy Hewitt
88-88--176
80-70-150 Jim Traylor
Arabian gelding in the race, Fred Lancaster
87-89-176
71-80-151 Johnny McC-age
which began Saturday at 5 a.m. Tom Muehleman
86-91-177
77-74-151 W.A. Franklin
in Squaw Valley and concluded Wally Young
88-90--178
77-75--152 Jiggs Lassiter
at the Auburn Fairgrounds. Dick Brown
89-89-178
75-77-152 James Stewart
Nine minutes behind was Hal Jeff Wolfe
91-87-178
Mike Maynard
79-74-153 Beck Wilson
Hall of Auburn.
88-90-178
76-77-153 Dr. Hillary Hunt
There were only 93 finishers Jon Nichols
93-86-179
76-78-154 Dr. John Quetermous 92-89--181
out of the starting field of 171 Mike Holton
78-77-155 Mitchell Story
horsemen. Eva Taylor, of Port Roy Cothran
89-83--182
Townsend, Wash., rode an David Buckingham 77-79-156 Hugo Wilson
91-91-182
eight-year-old mule named Jerry Caldwell
94-89--183
80-78--158 Jerry Austin
John Livingston
92-91-183
Hugo to a 20th place finish.
79-77-118 Ted Billington
94-91-185
The race, officially titled the Ike Arnold
77-8S-157 Jim Stagg
93-92-185
100 Mile One Day Trail Ride, is Hal Brown
77-0-157 C.T. Winslow
96-93-189
79-71-157 Sam Spiceland
sponsored by the Western Mike Perpich
97-96--193
George Sullivan
76-81-157 Bill Tanner
States Trail Ride Association.
Robert Franklin
80-78-158
Norman Hood
78-80-158
Third Flight
Cameron Love
78-82-158
(13-17 Minimax Handicap)
81-82--163
Jim Musgove
77-81-158 Jim Lindblad
Dean Weiss
78-80-158 Clyde Adkins
85-80--165
Bob Anderson
78-81-159 Al McClain
92-44-172
Dave Smith
77-83-160 Jerry
87-87-174
Waldo Golliher
a- DannyAtkins
Beavers
86-88-174
Waldo Golliher
80-81-161 Keith
Hinton
87-88--175
Buzz Peel
84-77-161
C.M. Blanton
90-86-176
Joe
Ed Inman
81-83-164
REYKJAVIK, Iceland ( AP)
Norman Greenberg 94-82-176
84-81-165 Frank
World champion Boris John Bass
James
89-87-176
Jimmy
Brown
77-88-165
Spassky took a rest from the
JE
Steve
Golliher
80-85-165 Jerry
international chess title game
Upton
89-87-176
86-80--166 Bill
Sunday, pleading a cold. The Jack Adkins
Crawford
96-91-177
Charles
Anderson
82-89-171
ninth game with American BobBuck Hurley
96-81-177
Steve
Duperrieu
88-84--172
by Fischer now is scheduled to
Clyde Roberts
94-86-180
be played Tuesday.
Jack Shell
91-90-181
First Flight
Dough Willoughby
97-84--181
The Russians asked for a
5-8 Minimax Handicap)
Bob Billington
87-95--182
postponement half an hour be- Don Frizzell
78-75--153 Eurie
Burkeen
91-91-182
fore the nonh deadline and de- Ray Gregory
77-78-155 Bob
Day
94-88-182
livered a medical certificate to Bobby Cronin
83-75-158 Jerry
Jones
92-90-182
referee Lothar Schmid. Three Jack Bradley
86-79-159
postponements
are J.0
91-91-182
such
Jack Piers
allowed each player in the 24- J.P. Parker
90-92-182
79-80--159 Bill Seale
game series.
94-89-183
Bud Quehl
81-78--159 Robert Huff
"It was not unexpected," said Don Harralson
91-92-183
80-80-160 Lester Rictor
Fred Cramer, Fischer's repre92-92-184
78-81-160 Dick Orr
Tim Miller
sentative. -That's what the rfobby Anderson
89-96-1115
85-76--161 Charles Jackson
Russians normally do when
91-95-186
Jack Jennings
83-78-161 Charles Hines
their man is below par and is
96-92-188
Edward Hough
83-79--162
Nicky Ryan
losing rapidly."
93-95-188
ITYwain Lowry,Jr.
82-81-163
'The Russian titleholder has Al Giordano
93-96-189
Vernon Cohoon
McNeill
85-78-163.
Jesse
been playing poorly and not
95-95-190
Joe Duke
81-82-163
showing his usual self-con- Ray Wurth
95-95-190
Gayle McGregor
81-84-165
fidence. He is down 3-5 in the Bobby Fike
97-94-191
Lee Anderson
79-86-165
Jeff
Garrott
match and. has won only one
Carl Hamm
96-95-191
86-80-166
94-97-191
Richard Knight
game in play while Fischer has David Duke
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr 86-80- J. Robert Jones
95-97-192
taken four.
166
Joe Harry Metzger 93-99-192
81-85--166 Paul Beard
John Walker
98-96-194
105-89-194
Byrd Cain
85-83-168
Pal Howard
David Palmer
4141--19,6
82-86-168
Fred Nichols
Troy
Parnell
95-101-196
87-81-168
John White
107-91-198
Steve Keller
Hal Houston
86-83--169
Jack Wilson
102-97-199
Al Lindsey
82-87-169
Benny Mashburn 100-101-201
84-85--169
Dwight Mills
Kenneth Palmer
104-98--202
Jimmy Franklin
86-86--172
John Williams
104-99-203
Jeff Brown
90-83--173
Gary Baker
106-108-213
Herb Adams
85-90--175
Jimmy Musgove
93-88--181
Fourth Flight
Bill Fuller
95-89-184
118-Up Minimax Handicaps)
Second Flight
On Performance•
Ed Jones
89-86—I!5
19-12 Minimax Handicap)
Bobby Hall
92-85--177
A new United States Auto
Keith
Hill
91-90-181
Gary
Club rule may have cost
Merle Fowler
76-83--159
Kenton Holland
92-93--185
Bettenhausen the IndiariapJ.C. Brooks
80-80-160
ohs 500.
Bob Hulse
91-98-189
Pete
Coburn
78-82-160
Gary was leading the race
Dr. Bill Chumley
92-98--190
comfortably in one of the
Lawrence Philpot
78-83-161
Penske-McLarens when the
Chester
Thomas
99-92-191
B0-83-163
Harold
Gilbert
yellow light came on, signalK.O. Willis
96-95-191
82-81-163 Ray Hammonds
ing an accident. The pace car
waited for Gary to come
Billy Joe Farris
94-97-191
80-84-164 C.P. Hoagland
around and then led him
Joe Warren
95-99-194
82-83-164 Bobby Welch
around the track at the relaM.C. Garrott
99-97-196
81-84-165 Charles Caldwell
tively slow speed of 80 Miles
an hour. Other cars fell into
Wilburn Sins
95-102-197
81-84-465 Macon Hutchens
line behind him.
103-98-201
Don Cothran
84-82-166 Dave Stiles
The procession lasted sev104-104-208
83-83-166 Keys Moody
Don Robinson
eral laps at a speed roughly
100 miles an hour slower than
102-107-209
80-87-167 Bob Ely
Hugh Perdue
racing speeds. Gary later told
John Lovett
86-82-168 Ted Jennings
104-106-210
me that he actually could feel
Charlie Loyd
86-82-168 Paul Carter
the heat building up in the
108-106-214
engine.
84-84-168 John Sanders
Grave Morris
117-109-226
When the track was clear.
Bob Mobley
125-109-234
88-81-169 Jim Hannah
Gary and his fellow drivers
received the yellow light, He
Max Walker
110-145-255
87-83-170 Jerry Nance
stood on the accelerator, only
88-83-172
James Irby
to "hear and feel the cooked
engine stutter and finally
89-83-172
Walt Celusta
stop.
94-78--172
Leon
Lauck
Scott Wins The new, slow yellow light
87-85--172
John Paulk
mit was the subject of much
MANHASSET, N.Y. ) AP)
criticism following the race.
84-89-173 Gene Scott of New York deVito Canonic()
But if it ever saves a life, it'' Elvin Cooper
88-85--173 feated Dr. Richard Raskind,
will be worth it.
86-87-173 also of New York, 6-3, 6-1 SunDarnall
Clay
Today's Tip:
84-89--173 day in the singles' finals of, the
Ray Edwards
You can prevent overheatinf in traffic or on vacation
86-87-173 Men's 35-and-over National
Ronnie Hutson
this summer by having your
86-87-173 Clay Court Tennis ChampionBill Thurman
cooling system inspected at a
89-85-174 ships.
Bob Burke
tire and auto center.

Spassky Bows
Out Of Ninth
Game With Col

Although forced into a twohole, sudden-death playoff,
Princeton's young Bill Mitchell
rose to the challenge yesterday
to win the 13th annual Murray
Invitational golf tournament at
the Murray-Calloway Country
Club.
The tow-headed youngster,
who plays with the Polk Junior
College team at Orlando, Fla.,
almost saw the championship
literally snatched from his
hands on the final three holes by
former Murray State University golfer Vernon Marcoullier
of Oxon Hill, Md.
Going to the 16th tee on the
final round of the two-day, 36hole classic, Mitchell had a twostroke edge on Marcoullier and
the rest of the field, but this was
trimmed to one as the big
Maryland better rammed home
an 8-foot birdie putt on the 560yard hole.
After both had parred the 190yard 17th, Mitchell hit
his
approach shot to the 385-yard
:
,
uphill 18th wide to the left, from
180 yards out, while Marcoullier
stuck his on the green 15 feet
short of the pin.
Although Mitchell's fine',
running approach shot rolled to
within eight feet of the hole, he
was unable to get the difficult,
downhill putt down for a par.
Marcoullier, putting for a
birdie and the championship
left his breaking putt two inches
short for a tap-in-par, and the
stage was set for the suddendeath playoff, the third in the
history of the event, as both
players went to the scoreboard
with even par 144's for the
tournament.
Marcoullier almost grabbed
the championship again on the
first hole of the plyaoff, the 490yard No. 1, when he rolled a
difficult approach shot from
beneath the pines to the right of
the green to within six feet of
the pin only to see the birdie
putt lip the cup after Mitchell
had two-putted from 18 feet for
a par.
Hitching up his bright yellow
slacks and peering into the late
afternoon sun toward the
second green 155-yards away,
Mitchell then lashed his tee shot
to within 15 feet of the pin.
Moments later, Marcoullier,

still shaking his head over the
missed opportunity on the
previous green, hit his tee shot
to the left of the green and just
beyond hole-high. His soft pitch
back to the sloping green caught
the grass at the edge of the
putting surface, and he twoutted for a bogey from 18 feet.
It was all over and Mitchell
put his name on the championship
plaque in the
clubhouse by stroking his
second shot to within inches of
the hole and tapped it in for a
par and the win.
Mitchell had started the day
tied for the lead at 71 with 28year-old Tom Muehleman of
Murray and two strokes ahead
of Marcoullier and Bill Hale of
Mayfield,
The Princeton youth had
bogeyed the final two holes of
Saturday's
round,
while
Muehleman, a native of Alton,
Ill., and a clinical psychology
teacher at Murray State, birdied the last three for his
opening day 71. Muehleman,
playing in the same foursome
with Mitchell and Marcoullier,
slipped to an 80 on the final
round and ended up tied for 10th
and 151.
Finishing in third place and
completely unnoticed by the
large gallery following the
Mitchell-Marcoullier battle,
was Kirk Jones, a high school
standout from Hopkinsville,
who finished at 145 and only one
stroke back.
Defending Champion Johnny
Quertermous of Murray was
fourth with 147, and Scott Nall,
Jr., also of Mayfield, and Hale
wound up one stroke back at
148.
In the first flight of the preflighted tournament, Don
Fizzell of Benton was the
winner with 153, two strokes
ahead of Ray Gregory, new
assistant basketball coach at
Tilghman High School in
Paducah, and three strokes in
front of Bobby Cronin, a Tilghman High player, who posted a
158.
In the second,flight, Dr. Merle
Fowler of liaducah was the
winner with 159. J.C. BrivIts of
Milan, Tenn., and Pete Coburn
of Paducah tied for second at
160, followed by Lawrence

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW CHAMPION: Bill Mitchell, right, of Princeton steps forward to receive congratulations
from Vernon Marcoullier of Oxon Hill, Mid., after winning the
13th annual Murray Invitational Tournament at the MurrayCalloway Country Club on the second hole of a sudden-death
playoff. Both had finished the 36-hole, two-day tournament
deadlocked at even par 144. Marcoullier, a former Murray State
University golfer, missed the 155-yard hole on his tee shot and
took a bogey 4, while Mitchell got down in a par 3 for the championship.
Philpot of Murray at 161 and
K.O. Willis and Chester
Thomas, both also from
Murray, at 163.
Jim Lindblad stood off
Murray's Clyde Adkins to win
the third flight with 163, two
of Danny
strokes in front
Beavers of Fort Campbell and
Sun-Democrat Sports Editor
Jerry Atkins of Paducah.
Ed Jones took the fourth
flight honors with a 175 and a
two-stroke edge over Bobby
Hall of Fulton, Clyde Roberts of
Murray was third with 180,
followed by Keith Hill of Fort
Myers, Fla., with 181.
In the junior division, Mike
Maynard was first with 153,
followed by Mike Perpich at 151.
Both are from Louisville',
Paducah Tilghman's Buzz Peel
was third with 161.
Although the field of 200

amateurs had sloshed through
rain-soaked fairways under
constantly threatening skies to
complete Saturday's play, the
weather couldn't have been
more ideal yesterday.
The golfers and the way they
finished in their flights were:

Reds Hall Of Fame
CINCINNATI (AP) — Gordy
Coleman. fire baseman for
eight seasons, was elected the
36th player to the Cincinnati
Reds Hall of Fame in balloting
by Reds fans at Riverfront Stadium, it was announced today.
Coleman, who now heads the
Reds speakers bureau, was acquired from the Cleveland Indians in 1959 and was the regular first baseman for the next
eight seasons. He had a lifetime batting average of .273.

All Peoples Banks
Are
Extraordinary ...
Main Branch
500 Main Street

North Branch
12th & Chestnut Streets

TV Drive-in
6th & Main Streets

South Branch
12th & Story Streets

PENSKE

... And All Extraordinary
Banks Are Peoples!
•••••••••••••••..•••••
The l'Airaordinar Ralik

PEOPLES
MURRAY

BANK
KY.
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Winners Named In 4-H Area Horse Show

The Purchase Area '4-H Horse
Show was held at the American
Legion Fair Grounds at
LaCenter,
Kentucky
on
Saturday, July 22, 1972. The
results were:
ENGIISH DIVISION—
Halter Five Gaited Show Horse:
Sandy Elder, McCracken Co.,
Star Delight, Champion; Sheryl
Brown, McCracken Co., Golden
Misty, Reserve Champion;
Susan Nance, Graves Co., Dan

Your individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,AUGUST 1, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr_ 20) gr
,
Invest time and energies only
in projects worthy of your endeavor. In a rush to accomplish,
don't bypass small things,
however.
TAURUS
A,
I Apr. 21 to May 21) 6l
Your ruling planets fairly
favorable. Use poise and tactful
persuasion in reaching for
worthwhile and desirable objectives.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1114
54Stellar influences somewhat
adverse. Watch for irritating
situations and bridge them
amicably and with unbiased
opinion. Move briskly into
productive areas.
CANCER
(June 22 to July
Think things out carefully
before taking action, and you
will save innumerable steps.
',Study, discuss, become familiar
with all phases of your endeavor
to insure best results.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
In a wide variety of desires,
:concentrate on the one which
offers the greatest probability
Of enduring success. Many
!advantages in the offing.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Wilk
• Supplement present program
with Lew and vital additions.
2....—Progress indicated if methods
are updated to meet current
demands. Where needed, seek
counsel from experts.
LIBRA
. Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You have the ability to accomplish a great deal, so don't
settle for less — a tendency
now. Stick to systems and
procedures which have proven
successful in the past
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rkel
P
Confine activities to areas
with which you are familiar.
This is no day for launching into
. uncharted seas. Emphasize
soundness, good judgment.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) •• Influences indicate action and
a good measure of accomplishment, but not without
effort. Improving an outmoded
• method could speed up your
progress considerably.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If careful to avoid a tendency
• toward recklessness, you should
, have a constructive, satisfying
day. Romance favored.
• AQUARIUS
;(Jan. 21 to Feb 19)
. Good planetary influences
'stimulate those bright ideas for
which the Aquarian is noted,
give you added stimulus for
, pursuing worthwhile goals.
PISCES.
1Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
Day can be a prime period for
intelligent action based on wellorganized thinking. Neither
procrastinate nor act in haste.
Good timing important.
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Perfection Princess, Blue;
Debbie McGary, McCracken
Co., Pretty Boy Jr., Red.
Grade English Pleasure Horse:
Laura Petrie, Carlisle co.,
Golden Dream, Champion.
Champion
and
Reserve
Champion Halter Horse: Sandy
Elder, Star Delight, Champion;
Sheryl Brown, Golden Misty,
Reserve Champion; Laura
Petrie, Golden Dream, Blue.
Showmanship Jr.: Laura
Petrie,
Golden
Dream,
Champion.
Showmanship Sr.: Sheryl
Brown,
Golden
Dream,
Champion; Sandy Elder, Star
Delight, Reserve Champion;
Susan Nance, Dan Perfection
Princess,
Blue;
Debbie
McGary, Pretty Boy Jr., Blue.
English Pleasure, walk, trot,
canter: Holly Skinner, McCracken co., Golden Sunset,
Blue.
English Pleasure Pony: Laura
Petrie, Golden Dream, Blue.
Saddle Seat Equitation Jr.:
Laura Petrie, Golden Dream,
Blue.
Saddle Seat Equitation Sr.:
Sandy Elder, Star Delight,
Blue; Susan Nance, Dan Perfection Princess, Blue; Sheryl
Brown, Golden Misty, Blue;
Holly Skinner, Golden Sunset,
Blue; Debbie McGary, Pretty
Boy Jr., Blue.
Open Five Gaited Horse over
14.2 hands: Sandy Elder, Star
Delight, Blue; Sheryl Brown,
Golden Misty, Blue; Susan
Nance, Dan Perftction Princess, Blue; Debbie McGary,
Pretty Boy Jr., Blue.
Gaited Pleasure Horse FiveGaited: Holly Sinner, Golden
Sunset, Blue; Debbie McGary,
Pretty Boy Jr., Red.
Gaited Pleasure Pony: Laura
Petrie, Golden Dream, Blue.
Champion English HorsemanHigh Points earned in all
classes: Laura Petrie, Carlisle
Co., Golden Dream, Champion.

Cindy, Blue; Hal Skinner,
Dub's Millie, Blue; Joey Toon,
Duchess, Blue; Gail Petrie,
Bob's White Socks, Blue- Lexie
1.. Stigall, Echo Bomb, Red)
Ann Puckett, Chief, Red; Dale
Brewington„ Pat Red.
Western Pleasure Pony, under
14 hands: Patty Toon, Popeye,
Blue; Kay Goode, Roannie,
Blue; Marsha Humphrey, Billy,
Blue.
Western Horsemanship, Jr.:
Kay Goode, Roannie, Blue;
Frankie Gene Goode, Nugget's
Cindy, Blue; Hal Skinner, Dub's
Millie, Blue;
Patty Toon,
Popeye, Red; Dale Brewington,
Pat, Red; Marsha Humphrey,
Billy, Red.
Western Horsemanship Sr.:
Keith Deweese, Bert Leo Cody,
Blue; Gail Petrie, Bob's White
Socks,
Blue; Joey Toon,
Duchess, Blue; Lexie L. Stigall,
Echo Bomb, Red; Ann Puckett,
Chief, Red.
Barrel Racing: Bill Atkins, Gee
Gee, Blue; Mike Thomason,
Red, Blue; Jee Bell, Scarlet,
Blue; Kathy Peck, Buggs, Blue;
Ricky Hunt, Joe Go Man, Blue;
•
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Sue Long, Lucky Boy, Blue;
Tim Stovall, Black Boy,
Red; Shelia Long, Red, Red;
Sammy Crooks, Carlisle Co.,
Proud Mary, Red; Brian
Puckett, Carlisle Co., Silver,
Red; Mark Brown, Lucky, Red;
Wayne Long,Lucky Boy, White.
Pole Bending: Jeff Bell,
Scarlet, Blue; Bill Atkins, Gee
Gee , Blue; Ricky Hunt, Joe Go
Man, Blue; Mike Thomason,
Red; Blue; Mark Brown,
Lucky, Blue; Brian Puckett,
Silver, Red; Tim Stovall, Black
Boy, Red.
Champion Western Horseman,
High Point earner in all classes:
Keith Deweese, Ballard Co.,
Bert Leo Cody, Champion.
Champion Western Horseman
In Timed Events only: Bill
Atkins, Calloway County, Gee,
Gee, Champion.
Most of these children will be
participating at the State 4-H
Horse Show, at the Kentucky
State.;Fait,,.
Article by Mrs. Jiiitt DeWeese Purchase Area 4-H Horse Show
Chairman.
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JUST A FEW FEET MORE — Summertime and the livin' is easy — especially when a fellow can get on his
3nd ride with the breezes. Toward evening an uphill push can slow a fellow, though.
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DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

•, •
III

WESTERN DIVISION—
III
Halter:
Registered Mare 5 yrs. & older:
ill
Frankie Gene Goode, Ballard III
Co., Nugget's Cindy, Cham- ill
pion; Hal Skinner, McCracken
UI
Co., Dub's Millie, Blue.
Registered Mare 4 yrs. de un- Ill
III
der: Lexie L. Stigall, Carlisle
Co., Echo Bomb, Champion.
Grade Mare, over 14.1: Joey Ill
Toon, McCracken Co., Duchess, fir
Champion; Dale Brewington,
Ballard Co., Pat, Blue.
Champion & Reserve Mare at II
•
Halter: Joey Toon, Duchess,
Champion, Lexie L. Stugall, HI
Ill
Echo Bomb, Reserve ChamIII
pion; Frankie Gene Goode,
Nugget's Cindy; Blue.
Registered Gelding 5 yrs &
over: Gail Petrie, Carlisle Co„ Ill
Bob's White Socks, Champion;
Kathy Wallace, McCracken Co., III
Wally Dell, Reserve Champion.
Ill
Reg
Registered Gelding - 4 yrs. Ill
&Lander: Ricky Hunt, Carlisle
Co., Joe Go Man, Champion; Ill
Keith Deweese, Ballard Co., III
Bert Leo Cody, Reserve Ill
Champion.
II
Grade Gelding, over 14.1 hands:
Mark Brown, Carlisle Co.,
III
Lucky, Champion. •
Ill
Grade Gelding 14.1 & under:
Ann Puckett, Carlisle Co.,
Chief, Champion; Kay Goode, III
Ballard Co., Roannie, Reserve int
Champion; Patty Toon, McCracken Co., Popeye, Blue:
Mike Thomason, Carlisle Co.,
!
l
Red., Blue; Marsha Humphrey, !
Ballard Co., Billy, Blue; Tim III
Ill
Stovall, Carlisle Co., Black Boy,
III
Blue.
Champion & Reserve Champion UI
Gelding at Halter: Mark III
Brown, Lucky, Champion;
II
Keith Deweese, Bert Leo Cody,
II
Reserve -Champion;
Ann II!
Puckett, Chief, Reserve
Champion Blue; Gail Petrie,
If
Bob's White Socks, Blue; Kay
III
Goode, Roannie, Blue; Kathy
II
Wallace, Wally Dell, Blue;
Ricky Hunt, Joe Go Man, Blue,
II
Showmanship
Jr.:
Mike
II
Thomason, Red. Champion;
Tom Stovall,
Black Boy,
!
I
Reserve Champion;
Good, !
Roannie, Blue; Frankie
e III
Goode. Nugget's Cindy, Blue; MI
Bill Atkins, Gee Gee, Calloway III
Co., Blue; Marsha Humphrey,
!
!
I
Billy, Blue; Jeff Bell, Marshall Ill
Co., Scarlet, Blue; Kathy Peck, III
McCracken Co., Red., Blue.,
III
Showmanship Sr.: Gail Petrie,
III
Bob's White Socks, Champion;
Keith Deweese, Bert Leo Cody, Ill
II
Reserve Champion; 'Joey Toon,
II
Duchess, Blue; Lexie L. Stigall,
Echo Bomb, Blue; Sue Long, ..
McCracken Co., Lucy Boy,
Blue; Ricky Hunt, Joe Go Man, .11
Blue; Ann Puckett, Chief, Red; III
Kathy Wallace, Wally Dell, II
Red: Wayne Long, McCracken
hi
Co., Lady, Red.
:11
Pleasure:
Wester
Keith
Deweese, Bert Leo Cody, Blue;
Frankie Gene Goode, Nugget's

Hours:
9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
1-6 Sunday
NON STING ANTI-PERSPIRANT

SCENTED
OR
UNSCENTED

111

UI

III

SUPER STAINLESS
DOUBLE EDGE
BLADES

Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753- 04

'I

I

$ 1 28

er.oz. size NOW $
with 2 FREE
Ounces

III

09

Regular 2.19 Value

15 Blades

by Gillette
Regular '1.85
Value

JOHNSON'S DENTAL FLOSS

53

dentotape

7-oz '

WAXED of UN WAXED
Medium Size
50 yds.
YOUR CHOICE

ilenrotarie

FINAL NET

Reg. 89' Value

111

HAIR SPRAY
Large Size
12 Ounce

EXTRA STRENGTH

8-ounce

SAVE NOW!
YOU CAN
FEEL IT WORKING

cond
ition
Beauty Pack Treatne-it
2.25 Value

conditknr

The Beauty
Presc?Iption
for Troubled

4 Ounces
12.50 Value

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

2 Ounces
Reg. '1.50
Value

CLAIA01..

LOVING CARE.
COIDR-FOAM
The new, Regular

MEDICATED POWDER
Medi( ated
POWDER

Buy Several!

worryfree hair'
coloring!

TOOTHPASTE
WHITEST

EXTRA FINE HAIR FORMULA
INSTANT CONDITIONER

53

TEETH! FRESHEST BREATH!

Regular 89' IH
The Body
Builder for
Extra Fine
No
Hair NOW S3

4.6-0z. Size

Shampoo Formula
Haircoloring Kit

NOW

5

3
ower
sr,r BODY
to ShPOWD
ER o3
6it
Med. Size 7.5-oz.
• 89'
Value

S

Regular 891 Value

• MO =••••

••••= OM • OM..
•••••• •••••••

Small Size 4-ounce 59' Value W
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or Oily

Re ular '2.75 Value

Close•tip
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78
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Value
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CENTRAL
Shopping center

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
1-6 SUNDAY

Highway 641 N.
Prices In This Ad Good
July 31-Aug. 2

MURRAY, KY.

*
SAlfp
SAVE
NOW
LADIES JUMPSUITS

ASSORTED GIRLSWEAR

Cotton Terry and Nylon combined to make a comfortable

Dresses, Pant Suits, Shorts, Tops, Lightweight Coat Dresses.

stretch garment. Stripes or solids in two styles. Sizes S-M-L.

AERIAL BALLET—This unidentified cable television lineman arches his back in a ballet-like pose
as he leans out gracefully to attach a stray wire. He is one of a crew stringiug main trunk line cable
for the Hamilton Cable Communications Co. across the Greater Miami River in Hamilton, Ohio.
(AP Wirephoto)
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By SFC JERRY WORK
THEY KEEP DROPPING IN
Look up in the sky sometime
during an air show or holiday
celebration and chances are
pretty good that you will see
members of Today's Army
coming down to meet you.
"The Golden Knights," the
Army's roaming ambassadors
of the air, was formed in 1959 at
Fort Bragg, North Carolina as
the Strategic Army Corps Sport
Parachute Team. Since then,
they have become fierce
competitors in the field of international jumping.
As the Army's official
demonstration team, they
perfrorn 150 to 200 exhibitions
each year and have appeared
around the world, to the delight
of over 75 million persons who
come out to enjoy their aerial
acrobatics and precision freefalls.
The team has an impressive
record. It's produced two world
and seven national parachuting
champions and presently holds
numerous world parachuting
accuracy records. With over
1,000 jumps per man, the
Knights also assist in the
of
free-fall
adaptation
in
military
techniques
operations involving aerial
infiltration.
They've also been instrumental in the development
of the para-foil and para-wing
chutes, two of the newest
canopies and that resemble
gliders.
If joining this team is one of
your goals, you've got to be a
qualified jumper first. If you're
interested in the Airborne or
any other related opportunity,
give me a buzz at 247-4525 or
stop by the Mayfield Shopping
Plaza.
WOMEN'S ROTC
A few columns back, we
mentioned that ten universities
were going to open Army ROTC
to women. The list of those
schools was recently released
and we thought that some of our
readers' might be interested,
especially those young ladies
interested in a commission as
an officer and also a completely
paid college education.
The schooLs involved in the
program are: Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond,
Ky.; Penn State University,
University Park, Va.; Florida
State University, Tallahassee;
South Carolina State University, Orangeburg; Indiana
University, Bloomington;

Louisiana State University and
A & M College, Baton Rouge;
Texas A & I University,
Kingsville; South
Dakota
State, Brookings; Arizona
State, Tempe; and the
University of Hawaii in
Honolulu.
4 women enrolling in this test
program will be eligible to
compete for
four-year
scholarships during the 1972-73
academic year even though the
usual application deadline will
have already passed. The Army
has made special arrangements
to make the
scholarships
possible.
QUESTION:
How many present general
officers of the Army have
graduated from the Military
Academy at West Point?
262 of 534 active Army
generals are from West Point—
or 49 percent.

GI BILL SENDS
GIRLS TO SCHOOL, TOO
It may seem hard to believe,
but over 130,000 women have
received
education
or
specialized training since 1955.
About 29,000 of them were
veterans of Military Service.
Chances are that our readers
may include some of the 247,000
women who are eligible for
education assistance, including
some whose husbands served
during Word Wars I and II, the
Korean War, peacetime and
Vietnam.
If you're interested in more
information on the Women's
Army Corps, contact your
Army Representative Sergeant
Jerry Work at the Mayfield
Shopping Plaza, or call 247-4525
(Collett) for an appointment.
Today's Army wants to join you
and we'll give you $288 a month
just to prove it.

Shop -Roses
During This Big
Final Clearance
Sale and Save!

2

Reg.
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SHAKESPEARE
No.
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Reg. '2.44

99;
While Quantities Last!

One Table

- BOYS SUITS
Assorted styles, sizes and colors.

75'i° Off

WOOD FENCE

MEN'S
SLACKS

4-Foot Sections, white painted,
ideal border fence.

REDUCED
to

Reg.
'1.00

L.CEAR

BEACH TOWELS SMARTY PANTS
DOLL

Assorted Colors

You Talk, She Answers!

Reg. $12.94

Reg. $1 87

$488

ewman Contends Writing
Must Be Inspiration
Bayou," which has been
receiving favorable air play on
many country radio stations,
backed with "Not As A
Sweetheart (Just As A Friend)," a ballad. The former is
• e Cajun and
Newman's
particular brand of "Louisiana
French"
enhances
his
presentation.
Jimmy and his wife, May,
currently make their home
outside of Nashville on a 1,150
acre ranch that he and Mr. and
Mrs. Terry
Mary Reeves)
Davis own. Labeled the Music
City Hereford Ranch, the enterprise specializes in Appaloosa horses as well as cattle.
A Cajun influence has been
the singer's biggest asset.
''Singing like someone else will
not
often
get
anyone
anywhere," he believes. "You
have to develop a style of your
own,"
Horses have become Jimmy's
favorite hobby, ) He shuns
fishing because, "Too many
people had to make a living at it
at -home when I was growing
up.") "Horses are intersting to
me. I like to study the. I just
bought a fantastic Appaloosa
cow pony," he boasted.
Last year, Jimmy flipped his
jeep one night and stumbled out
to the highway toting his saddle
on his back and his western hat
in his hand. "I couldn't get a
ride for nothing," he laughed.
"Folks around here just aren't
used to seeing a cowboy walking
along the highway at night
carrying his saddle."

5O%°

MEM
BANKAMERICARD

Inside Country Musk

by Darrell Rowlett
Jimmy C. Newman, who has.
abandoned the alligator suit
that once marked his Grand Ole
Opry appearances, contends
/that inspiration is the key to
songwriting.
Returning to Nashville from a
recent Texas engagement,
Jimmy was struck with such
inspiration. "We stopped at a
restaurant and I saw a tomato
juice- can and it stated as to
what California town it was
from. I got an idea from that
and it knocked me out," he
confessed to your columnist.
However, Newman refused to
revearfTW title to the song in
fear someone would take the
idea before he gets it
copyrighted.
A native of Big Mamou,
he recalled that as a youngster,
"I picked mor¢ cotton than I
wanted to. I was the son of a
farmer and Storekeeper.
However, the way I was brought
up is what made a wonderful
life for me later on." Eventually, Jimmy began singing
like his older brother who was a
Jimmie Rodgers buff. "I was a
fan of my brother's,'; he reale
remembered.
"Then,later, got a job with a
little band in Big Mamou," he
stated. From there, his career
-rose -until his song "Cry, Cry
Darling" established him in the
industry in the early 1950's. The
"alligator man" joined the
Opry as a regular in 1956.
The Monument recording
artist's s current single is "Big

Buy Nolor
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and Save/

CHILD'S CHAISE
LOUNGE
Tubular Aluminum
Plastic Webbing

Reg. 54.99

$344

While Quantities Last!

ASSORTED

PLASTICWARF4

3 Bowls with Covers

Glasses, Bowls, Storage Boxes, Many Others

2fors1

Reg.
664

rnce

77;
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ICE CUBE TRAYS
or STORAGE BIN c

COOKIE JARS

Reg.
$1.49-

99;
PICNIC MG
2 Gallon Size

Lightweight

Reg. '4.44

Reg.
1.00

Reg.
'4.97

CHARCOAL

Jointed, complete
Ark, sinker and weight.

$366 Reg.
99'

Hickory Blend - Long Lasting!

$344 Reg.

CANE FISHING
POLEwith line,

781
10 POUND BAG

Colorful glass jars in a variety of
shapes styles and colors.

ea.

THERMOS

Bright colorful plastic flowers
in small woven basket.

Reg. 994

RUBBERMAID,

Heavy Duty Plastic 2 Trays to Pkg.

FLOWER
ARRANGEMENT

PLASTIC MIXING
BOWL SET

68'

20

$

GIRL'S

WOODEN

PURSES
Ideal for Back To School!
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$
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With Long Summer Evenin

restoring
gold ties

LONDON (AP — Cooper's do not resume youthful dimendroop holds no peril for the sions and no amount of exbountiful braless birds of Brit- ercise will'restore pristine
ain.
mammary profile."
"Cooper's what?" demanded
"This Cooper must be a nit
dancer Fiona Pennaman when or a twit," scoffed Miss Penna.
informed a recent journal of man, projecting a pectoral prothe American Medical Associ- file to delight the eye of a Ruation had warned that girls go- bens. "Going about without a
ing without a bra risk "devel- bra is far more comfortable
openent of: pendulous breasts than being trussed up like a
caused by stretching of the fi- Yorkshire ham."
brous tissue attaching. the
Dispatched in the interests of
breast to the chest."
pectoral pathology to WimbleOnce lengthened by gravity, don, Chelsea, Knightsbridge
the consultants submitted, ,and other areas of impending
"these fibrous connections, pendulosity, this reporter, lateCooper's suspensory ligaments, ly returned from Vietnam, ap-

ROBBER EXECUTED—A convicted robber prays with a
priest moments before be was shot by an army firing squad
before an estimated crowd of 50,000 persons in Port Harcourt,
Nigeria. About 170 armed robbers have been executed in Nigeria
since the end of the civil war in August 19'70 when the military
government decreed death for armed robbers.
(AP Wirephoto)

CORRECTION
REMINGTON
Model 870
List '149"
With Ventilated Rib Barrel
SPECIAL $

•00

And every new Volkswagen
carries this warranty:
It an owner maintains and se. es his
vehicle in accordance with the
Volkswagen maintenance schedule any lactory part found to be
detective in material or work manship
within 24 months or 24 UM miles woich
ever comes first (except normal wear and
tear and service items) will be repaired or
replaced by any U S or Canadiari vooiswagen
dealer And thos'svill be (-keie free of charge
'•
Special air conditioning otter by your VOIRSOoaCrn
tributOr expires August 31 1972 Availabre at participatii.i,
voiliSwagen dealers Bus and Campmobite models not

proached the whole subject of
Cooper's droop with the caution
one reserves for a minefield.
Choosing the interview subjects front a crowded field calls
By CARL W RrrrER
for keen powers of observation,
Copley News Service
fore and aft. And a wary regard for belligerent boyfriends.
The possibility of the United
In addition to an impeccable States permitting the dollar
to
pectoral profile, there must be convertible into gold again is
also be clear evidence of what not nearly so preposterous as
the doctors call "lack of mam- many Americans have been led
mary support," usually detec- to believe.
Gold, often referred to as
table by the absence of a bra
"that barbaric relic" by those
strap.
There was the singular case who fail to fully comprehend
of I,ondoner Pat Adams who, the role it has played in the enproud as a bartender who forcement of monetary honesty
didn't drink, sold bras at Esca- down through history, is newslade, the fashionable Knights- worthy today almost everybridge shop, without wearing where.
There is, for example, the
one.
newly issued annual report of
"But I always wear one when the
Bank for International Setskiing," she confided.
tlements. It warns that the
Most of the unbuttressed in- world is likely
to be split into
terviewees were relieved at the monetary blocs unless
convertmedical journal's conclusions ibility of the dollar into gold
is
that "the whole affair is one of restored.
appearance • rather
The big Mexican bank, Banco
than
health." At worst, the perils of National de Comtnercio Extependulosity, if realized, would rior, S.A., comments rather
leave one looking like members despairingly:
"Dollar inconvertibility and
of certain African tribes where
'bras were burned before the the obscure, fairly distant perspective of its returning to condawn of history.
Few of the girls approached vertibility constitute one of the
had dispensed with their bras principal stumbling blocks in
in the spirit of liberation or the international monetary crisis.
rebellion.
"Under present circum"The flat look is in, isn't it,
stances, it is not reasonable to
dearie?" suggested fashion
suppose that the United States
model Maureen Madden of will
return the dollar to conBrisbane, Australia, whose con- vertibility
or that the other fitour presented a well-rounded nancial powers will
agree to go
argument to the contrary.
on accumulating huge inconOddly enough, the only real vertible dollar surpluses,
or
hostility to the survey devel- that the monetary system will
oped in the Kings Road of be able to function in terms of
Chelsea, the no-bra capital of logic, order or efficiency.
the Western world. In tow be"An impasse seems to have
hind an enormous Great Dane been reached."
The chief economist for
came a prodigiously pendulous
Moody's Investor's Service,
specimen.
My approach was discreet. Inc., Bohdan J. Kekish, recently returned from participating
scholarly.
'Madame.. the Journal of in the Geneva International
the American Medical Associ- Monetary Conference and
ation has warned that your not meeting with monetary authorities in Zurich and London.
wearing a bra can lead to,
He said the mood is "largely
ahem, pendulosity..."
"Bloody cheek," she bel- one of uncertainty and uneasilowed. "I am wearing a bra."
He predicted the dollar's role
The dog was still growling
and the woman howling for a as a reserve currency will diconstable, when the researcher unlash and gold will have a
abruptly concluded his inquiries place in new monetary arrangements.
by disappearing into a crowded
Bankers in this country genboutique.
erally do not favor an impor\lay I be of some assist- tant role for gold
in the moneance" asked a nodular nym- tary system, but Clevelan
d
phet in a see-through halter Trust Co., one of the Midwest's
dress.
leading banks, is moved, in
No, no, no. Just looking."
commenting on inflation in its
A line of mercury vapor current business bulletin, to
outdoor post Lanterns and wall say "government cannot-conbrackets for residential use is trol inflation by edict any more
being introduced by Procreas than it can the value of gold by
Lighting. Mercury vapor lights wishing it out of existence."
generally are used in shopping
A rather startling commencenters and other public areas.
They give more fight on lees tary on gold's possible place in
electricity and mercury vapor a future scheme of things apbulbs last up to 30 times pears in the current issue of Dr.
longer than regular bulbs, the Harry Schultz's investment admanufacturer says. Styles for visory letter published in Lonresidential
use
include don. He sees a relationship betraditional lanterns with cast tween the dollar and gold — at
gilt eagles, Mediterranean a considerably higher price
versions with decorative than $38 an ounce — being
scrollwork, and • con- tablished, with Russia reespart of
temporary spherical wall the deal.
bracket.
Russia, with its huge gold reIProgresa Lighting. Division
of LCA Corp., Philadelphia, sources, might agree to sell a
percentage of its gold output to
Pa.l.
the United States exclusively at
a new higher official price, for
a period coinciding with the
length of possible dollar credits
granted to the USSR. He points
out:
"The advantage to the USSR
would be appreciable, since it
is likely that for every dollar of
gold it sells to the United
States, it would receive at least
$3 of long-term credits, allowing it to leverage its hand-currency resources and thus speed
up domestic economic development.
"The U.S. advantages would
be W a big new customer,(2)
oil and gas desperately needed
by this country, and 3) longterm protection for a new, convertible dollar."
Schultz, who has important
contacts in the'world's leading
money centers, believes South
Africa will not develop into a
major supplier of monetary
gold to the United States.
:They I the South Africans)
will keep feeding the free
gold market and European
central banks, but will not supply hostile U.S. Treasury," he
predicLs.

If you do not have time to
stitch in a drooping hem, use
transparent rape to hold it in
place until you do find the time
for the ion.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
INC.
Open Moo. -Sat. 7:30 a . m . -5 p.m
800 Chestnut Street, Mu-ray
Ph. 753-8350

OC.,(•

A medium chain. spliced into
the clothes line, will hold coat
hangers on which garments are
hung, so that they will not twist
or blow off the line.

LONG, LONG SUMMER EVENINGS — The lengthening days of midsum
mer are matched
this year by equally long skirts. When to wear full-length dresses or skirts?
The
ii simply to ask your hostess,"What do you want me to wear?" says etiquette safest thing
arbiter Amy
Vanderbilt. The key to wearing long dresses correctly is to find a
variety for different
occasions. For instance, Miss Vanderbilt likes a simple, tailored
style for daytime
weddings or restaurant dining. But she says a formal party or dance
still calls for a dressy
look.
Here are three examples of long dresses that can be dressed up down,
or
and would be
right for a number of occasions. From left to right, first, is a knit
Phillips 66 nylon that is decorated with prancing horses. Next, a long by Jody Tootique of
dress goes gala in this
sophisticated style in black by Norma Lane. knit or Quintess polyester
. Last is a long slink
that could be worn over a bathing suit at a beach party, or, as here,
dressed up withjewelry
and sandals for cocktails. It's by SKYR Sportswear. 1Layout
by Joe Damone)

'Yellow Pages
Learning' Is
Selling Fast
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.( AP) —
"Being a child is not easy, you
know."
That's the opening line under
the entry "What can you learn
from a child?" in the fast-selling "Yellow Pages of Learning
Resources" published by the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Press.
Looking like a suburban telephone book, the volume is a
city-oriented encyclopedia of
"relevant" learning material
for children, with topics running from "What can you learn
from an accountant?" to "What
can you learn at a zoo?"
The MIT Press has sold 45,000 copies in three weeks. According to the press's director,
Michael Connolly, that's a
phenomenal sales record for a
university-based publisher.
The author of the 94-page paperback is Richard S. Wurman,
a Philadelphia architect interested in graphics and the visual
impact of learning materials.
Wurman introduces the book
as "a handshake with a city—a
welcome mat to the endless
possibilities for learning all
around you." Included topics
are on union bci ees, city hall
and newspaper plants.
"Just standing on a street
corner," Wurman says, a child.
learns about the "real world"
by observing street vendors,
panhandlers, news dealers,
leafleteers and subway exits
and entrances.
The book has a positive tone.
The last line of the child section is, "I'm really pretty wonderful."

THERE'S NO
MONKEY BUSINESS
ABOUT WANT ADS
Want Ads pack a sales wallop
because they appeal to pro
sold buyers. The buyer already has the "want" the ad
fills the need. It's simple, low
cost, easy to place. An experienced, friendly Ad
Visor will help you
write your ad. No
monkey business
. . . Want Ads
get results
for People
Business!
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HERITAGE COMMISSION--Mrs. Simeon Willis,
executive director of the Kentucky Heritage
Commission, supervised the restoration of the
Vest-Lindsay House on Frankfort's historic Corner of
Celebrities. The building, now known as the Kentucky
Heritage House, serves as headquarters for the
commission. (Karen Tam Photo)

Heritage Commission Is
Active Agency In State
By Lois Campbell
historic buildings and sites and
FRANKFORT, Ky.—With an that the commission, the 120
eye on the past and its mind on county representatives and
the future, the Kentucky their committees are paving the
Heritage Commission is an way for Kentucky to lead the
active agency in state govern- nation in the preservatioz . of its
ment.
heritage," she said.
During its eight years of
The formal Plan for Historic
existence, the commission has Preservation in Kentucky,
restored a historic house in along with the statewide surFrankfort, aided in the vey, makes the state eligible for
restoration of countless other matching federal funds under
Kentucky buildings, instituted a the 1966 Historic Preservation
series of regional tours Act.
throughout the state, met with
It is the commission's hope
local historical groups, launthat, through this combined
ched a landmark certificate
funding, an even greater effort
program, developed a plan for
will be made in the next decade
hisotric preservation and
to
promote and protect Kenan exttnsive,
Amblished
tucky's historic and cultural
comprehensive survey of
heritage.
historic sites in Kentucky.
Its greatest accomplishment,
however, has been intangible,
cording to Mrs. Simeon
ills, former First Lady of
Kentucky, now executive
director of the commission.
"There's been a tremendous
surge of interest in restoring
historical sites," Mrs. Willis
By JOHN CUNNIFF
said. ''The commission's acAP Business Analyst
tivities are now statewide and
NEW YORK 1AP) — Ininvolve a great many people. vestment bankers who underWith the help of county write the public appearance of
representatives, we have privately held companies—new
compiled a list of some 2000 issues, as they are called—are
historica sites and places in expectert to exercise -due diliKentucky."
gence" in examining the creThe
commission
was dentials of clients.
originally
organized
by
Whether or not they have
executive order in 1964 as the been doing so is another thing.
Capital City Commission for the Certainly even the closest expurpose of preserving the amination cae't give complete
Corner of Celebrities in Frank- assurance tl*sihat looks good
fort, an area 4 historic homes. today will be a Star performer
In 1965 the commission tomorrow.
requested that its name be
But Securities and Exchange
changed to the Kentucky Commission figures suggest
Heritage Commission and its that in the past not all under=
mission expanded to include writers were duly diligent eistructures throughout the state. ther in examining their young
One of the first goals of the clients or in telling the. public
commission was the restoration about them.
of its headquarters in FrankIn a study of 49 new issues
fort—the Vest-Lindsey House, brought
between
public
now called
the Kentucky January, 1968, and July, 1969,
Heritage House. Located on the the SEC said earlier this year,
Corner of Celebrities, the house five were bankrupt, three out of
was restored at a cost of about business, six with liabilities ex$50,000 and also serves as a ceeding assets, two merged bemuseum of early
Kentucky cause of money problems and
furniture. It is open to the 21 with retained earnings defipublic.
cits.
Mrs. Willis emphasizes that
Now the SEC is calling for
much of the commission's stricter guidelines that sOrne
important work has been sxurities men say are unduly
carried on by local historical diligent in efforts to discourage
societies. "We have had en- a rash of hot issues, whose
thusiastic
meetings
en- most identifiable characteristic
couraging restoration and is their peculiar rate of cooling.
preservation, and many of these
The proposed requirements
meetings were planned by local pertain mainly to the emerging
groups. The
grass-roots company's registration stateinitiative is there—we only have ment, the document supposedly
to advise."
scrutinized by smart investors
The commission presents but which often is ignored.
landmark certificates to owners Among the details proposed:
of historic houses whose
- -An estimate of how long
been proceeds will sustain the comauthenticity
has
documented.
pany.
This is a highly popular
—Report on operating plans
program," Mrs. Willis said. "It for a year.
encourages people to improve
—Detailed information on
their houses and serves to raise competition.
the morale of entire com—Background of key employ-f-es.
munities."
Financing has always been a
While adverse comments alproblem for the Heritage ready have been heard, other
Commission. But even while investment Ithnkers appear
working with limited funds, the hardly disturbed at all. "We're
influence of the agency is far- not concerned," said one, "bereaching. Undaunted. Mrs. cause these guidelines already
Willis hastens to add that "no are covered in our due diligood effort is ever wasted."
gence reports."
"We feel that we are entering
What the SEC seemingly
a new era in the preservation of wants is for the details of the

Fair officials have announced
that 1972 Kentucky State Fair
Livestock Competition wilp
offer over $175,000 in competition awards. Awards
classes range from Dairy Cattle
to Pigeons.
Beef Cattle competition tops
the list with over $35,800 in
prizes. Judging begins Thursday, August 24, when Steers
and Herefords are judged by
Glenn Conatser,Shorthorns are
judged by Kenneth Hollaway
and Polled Herefords are
judged by M.K. Cook, Gail
Long, and Glen Klippenstein.
Beef Cattle judging continues
Friday, August 26, when Pat
O'Bryan judges the Angus
classes, Dr. Herman Purdy
judges Charolais and the Polled
Herefords are judged by the
same judges listed above.
In all classes, special Herdsmans Awards will be offered
for the cleanest'and most attractive exhibits.
Dairy Cattle competition
follows closely with over $23,200
to be awarded. Activity begins
Saturday, August 19, at 8 A.M.
when Hosteins and Guernseys
are judged in the Coliseum.
Sunday, A August 20, juding
begins at 1:00 P.M. in the West
Wing Arena with the Brown
Swiss classes. Competition ends
Monday with Ayrshire and
Jersey judging, which opens at
'13 A.M. All classes offer some
competition open to Kentucky
residents only.
Goats are included in dairy
competition. Judging begins at
10:30 A.M., Monday, August 21.
Awards will be made in
Purebred Alpine, Nubian,
Saanen and Toggenburg breeds
as well as Champion of the Show
and the American Milk Goat
Record. Again, there will be a
special Herdsman Awards
section for the cleanest, most
attractive exhibits. Nine
hundred dollars will be awarded
in Dairy Goat Competition.
Dairy Competition also includes dairy products—cheddar
cheese, cottage cheese, butter
and ice cream. Each class is
judged on flavor, texture, body,
color and makeup.
Swine judging covers four

Bankers Expected To
Use 'Due Dilligence'
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MURRAY

due diligence report itself to
appear in the registration statement rather than for it merely
to be the documentation for the
broad statements now customarily used.
"Due diligence." The phrase
keeps reappearing in any discussion of new issues. But what
is it?
The question was put to
Frank Brown, who appropriately enough heads Frank C.
Brown &, Co., a management
consulting firm that during the
past two years has prepared
about 30 due diligence reports
for underwriters.
Physically, he explained, his
reports range from 35 to 110
pages and require the field
work of four or five men for
five to eight weeks. They cost
the company—not the investment banker—from $7,500
to $25,000.
The investigation always includes an on-site check of facilities, an analysis of how the
money is to be used, a study of
financing, marketing, production and personnel, a discussion
with key people "during which
we also size them up," and
opinions of the company by
competitors and customers.
Much, much more is involved, and in great detail,
such detail that one wonders if
such a mass of information has
any meaning at all to a nonexpert, a doubt shared by
Brown.
The due diligence report then
becomes the basis of the registration statement that is filed
with the SEC and which investors supposedly use to assess the value of the company.
The investment bankers must
stand behind that registration
statement which would, under
present proposals, become far
more detailed—including in
fact, much of the due diligence
report itself)
It could discourage a lot of
hot issues.
Remove any spot or stain immediately. The longer you wait
the less likely it is that the spot
can be removed. Always remove before laundering, for hot
water sets stains, especially
grease stains.

days again this year, with $8,512
in prize money. Competition
begins Sunday, August 20 with
judging of all Barrow breeds at
2 P.M. Yorkshires are judged
Monday at 8:30 A.M., and
Haniss.hires at 1 P.M. Poland
Ch as are judged Tuesday at
8:30 a.m., Spotted at 1 P.M. and
Berkshires at 3 P.M. Judging
Wednesday begins at 8:30 A.M.
with Durocs, continues at 1
P.M. with Landrace and ends at
3 P.M. with Chester Whites.
There are also Special Herdsman Awards for clean, attractive stalls in this section..
On-Foot Carcass judging will

downs, followed by 1 P.M.
judging of Dorsets and 7 P.M.
judging of Rambouillets.
Hampshires will be judged
be held Sunday, August 20. dollars won by the get of one,
Wednesday at 8:30 A.M. and
Nearly $900 will be awarded. boar in spring pig and on-foot
Oxfords compete at 1 P.M.
Officials advise entrants to note Barrow classes. Only the top
Judging
Thursday begins at
a new rule. It stipulates that two awards in a class will count
8:30 A.M. with Suffolks classes
each exhibitor-must exhibit five where the get of one boar wins
and Sheep judging ends at 1
breeding animals to be eligible several awards per class.
P.M. Thursday with Cheviots.
to show in Ban-ow classes. H
This year's Sheep judginv The Sheep division will
also
However, 4-H and FFA takes place In the Sheep Show
recognize the cleanest and most
members may exhibit in their Ring, August 21-24. Prizes total
attractive exhibits with Herdrespective breeds if they show $5,579. Competition opens
sman Awards. It will not be
in the Youth Divsion of the Monday, August 21 with a new
necessary to enter Kentucky
Kentucky State Fair.
Open Class Wool Show, the exhibitor classes
separately.
On-Foot judging will be Ladies Lead Class, scheduled at
Over
$3,500
will be won in
followed immediately by'Tut- 7 P.M. Prizes total $150. This
Out Carcass Shows. In this event if followed by the On-Foot poultry competions. Judges will
competition, an award will be Carcass Wether Show at 8 P.M. appraise competitors in stangiven for premier sire. The
On Tuesday judging begins at dard fowl and bantam classes
award is based on the totaL.8:30 A.M. judging of South- beginning at 9 A.M., Augut 21. D

Duck, Geese and Turkey
classes will also be judged. An
Egg Show offers $25 in Prizes for
eggs judged best on the basis of
size, color, shape, and texture.
Pigeon judging this years
begins Sunday, August 20, at 2 -•
P.M. with judging in Fancy and
Utility breeds and Sporting
classes. Over $1,200 will be
awarded in the pigeon division
this year.
There is also $aoo to be won in!,
the American Rabbit Breeders"
Association in adult and youth,'
divisions.
This is where The Wonderful"
in'
World
of
Kentucky
agriculturs can be seen—at the
1972 Kentucky State Fair,
August 17-26.

Prices Good Thru Sunday, August 6th

SCIFICCIL
11.A.MCS•••
IFa fsSew 113iz
56 WIDE

Jersey Knit
DOUBLE BLISTERED

Jersey knits of 56"
widths.
Orlon/
Acrylics,
double
fold face,washable.

Crepe

'r

Polyester
double
knit material-. 60"
wide. Double blistered crepe. Solid
colors.

POLYESTER

YD.

Single Knits

Values to 3.88

POLYESTER

Double
Knit

84

Polyester
single
knits. Flat fold,
first quality fancies,
checks and stripes.

YD.

Values to 4.97

45"

Polyester double knit of 60"
width. Two and three color
tone,jacquards and fancies.
Machine washable.

Dress Prints

•45 Alce
Skirt & Blouse

KNIT MATERIAL
Dress prints of cotton, polyester and cotton blends.
Fancies and stripes. Washable. Our Reg. 1.00.

•85% Textured Arnel
•15% Nylon
•Solids 81 Stripes
$

37

YD.
Deluxe machine at
a super save price.
Lightweight, stretch
stitch,
fingertip
touch tension, simplified threading and
transverse
race.

CHARGER

ZIG-ZAG

Sewing
Machine

While Quantities Last.

Big K Reg. 95,88

Without Case.

WHILE QUANTITIES

PLUS
CARRYING CASE

Versatile sewer enitrattt*rs,
.monograms, sews on buttons,
makes buttonholes, etc. Has
built-in light, automatic darner, automatic bobbin winder.
There is no stitch this machine
cannot do with amazing speed
and ease and perfection.

9 - 9 Mon. - Sat
1 - 6 Sundays

MACHINE MODEL 651

'
V

lati-Alr Shopping
Center
_
Acres of. Fret Parking
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Phone 753-8777 BANKAMERICARD'
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New Zealand's leader won't dump Taiwan
By JOHN PLNKERNIAN
Copley News Service
WELLINGTON — "As a
small nation, we can take a
firm stand on Communist China based co principle," New
Zealand's Prime Minister John
Ross Marshall said in an interview.
Sixty-year-old Marshall, who
succeeded Sir Keith Holyoake
as prime minister on Feb. 6, is

a man of quiet dignity and
friendly greeting. Many New
Zealanders claim he is "too
nice" for the slam-bang world
of international (and iaternal )
politics. However, he is a lawyer,. and he picks his words
carefully. But, he is straightforward and firm when he
speaks of- his nation's destiny
regarding the world of communism vs. Western freedom,

Speaking softly but firmly in
his adequate but unpretentious
office in the venerable House of
Parliament here, he said, "We
feel that President Nixon's
move in going to Peking was in
the right direction and we applaud his efforts to open cornmunications with China. We
consistently have maintained
that we are ready to talk with
mainland China — but never at

the expense of Taiwan. This remains our view.
-1 gather that Mr. Nixon has
some reservations about Taiwan. We, however, have no
present intentions of abandoning Taiwan. We perhaps can
take a more relaxed view because Communist China is not
likely to be influenced by our
view. We haven't really got a
formative role as have the

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening *.

c..

3
- WSIL
6:30 Wild Kingdom
7:00 Special
8.00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Dick-Cavett

CH. 4
WS$1
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Baseball
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 5
6:30 Wanted:
1:00 Gunsmoke
8.00 Lucy
8:30 Doris-Day
9 - 00 Playhouse
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
II 30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
4:30 Gr.•Acres
7:00 Baseball
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 0
WSIX
Circus
630 special
7:00
8:00 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
1:
1 00 News
11:30 Cavett

CH. 12
KEVS
4:30 Dr -Locke
7:00 Gunsmoke
a:00 Doris-Day
9:00 Playhouse
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

CH. 29

istoxii
7:00 Place
7:30 Theater-29
9:30 Cr eat
Feature
1000 News
10:30 Bedroom Theater

ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday
6 00 RalphEmery 5:45 Journal
13•00 Zoo-Revue
6:00 News
7:00 Today
8.30 J -Lalanne
e630 N'Ville
AM
900 Dinah's
9:00 The-Hour
7:SS Kitc.
Korn.
9:30Concentr
Not-Forattonl
10:00
10:00Sale• Century 8:00 Kangaroo
Women-only
9:30 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
10:30 Bewitched
9:30 T or C
11 :00Jeopardy
11:00 Password
11:30 Who-Where 10:00 Fam. Affair
11:30 Split-Second
11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 All-My•
12:00
Noon Show
11:00 Heart Is
Ctuldren
1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
11.30 Make-Deal
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.
1 :00 Newlyweds
2:00 Another
12:25 News
1:30 Dating-Game
World
2:30 World Turns
2:00 Gen.-Hosp.
2:30 Bright
1:00 Love IS
2:30 One-Life
Promise
Guiding Light
1:30
3:00 Love-Am3:00 Bugs Bunny 2:00 Secret Storm
Style
3:15
Movie
2:30 Edge of Night
3:30 Matinee
5:25 Weather
300 Truth-Cons.
5:00 Insight
::
5 30 News
g
3
an
30 Gilligan
5:30 News
COO News
4:00 Movie
6:30 Mod•Squad
John-Byner
Ponderosa
6:30
6:30
Movie
7:30
7:30 Playhouse
7:30 Hawaii-S-0
9:00 Welby
8:30 TBA
8:30 Special
10:00 News
9:30
Chang.-Sc.
9:30
Woods-Waters
Ditk•Cavett
10:30
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10:30 mason
11:30 News
11:30 Movie

PFANUTs

7:00 Today
100 Bozo
9:00 Dinah
8:tit Romper-Rm
9:10 Concent.
8:30 Movie
10:00 Sale Cen. 10:10 Bewitched
11:00 Password
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:00 Bewitched
11:300u90u1 Show 1130
Baseball
:
11:55 Baseball
1:30 Dating
2:30 Peyton Pl.
2:00 Gen. HOSP.
3:00 Somerset
2:30 Qne Life
3:30 Calendar
300 Password
3:35Tuxedo-Junctl 3:30 Love Am.
4:00 Jeannie
4:00 Gilligan
4:30 Green Acres
4:30 Lancer
5:00 News
5:30 News
6:30 Ponderosa
6:00 Andy Grit.
7:30 Playhouse
6:30 Mod-Squad
8:30 TBA
7:30 Movie
9:30 Dragnet
9:00 Welby-M.D
10:00 News
10:00 Chaparral
10:30 Tonight
1100 News
11'30 Cavett

UJC4i, THAT'S
THE FIFTH TIME
TODAY YOU'VE
STRUCK OUT:

6:00 Sunrise
6:30 Break. Show
7:00 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Pic12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
Night
2:30 Edge
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
3:30 Joys
Collie
4 : 00 Big
5:00 Hazel
5:30 News
6:00 News
4:30 Jerry-Reed
:30 Hawaii-5-0
:30 Cannon
:30 Jeannie
0:00 News
10•30 Movie

ALL 41:3U HAVE
10 po 15 MEET
TI4E CALL
—14

11-00 Devotional
11,15 News
11.30 The-Answer
11:45 Sewing
11:55 Toni-holt
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3-0n-Match
1:00 Movie-Game
1:30 Movie
3:00 Bozo
4:
:30
4(19
5:00
5:30
7:00

Adam's-Fam
Superma,n
Movie
Carnival
Theater-29
9.30 Cr eat
Feature
10:00 News
10:30 Bedroom
Theater
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FOR THIS
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United States, Japan and Russia. That's why, as a small nation I 2.9 million population),
we can take a firm stand co
Communist China based on
principle."
Marshall discussed a wide
range of subjects amid relaxed
surroundings unlike those existing in many national capitals
There were no Secret Service
or any other kind of guards on
the floor of his office. He had no
tape recorder or aids to "listen
in" on the conversation should
the need arise to claim he was
misquoted. This, in part, is his
relaxed nature but it should not
be interpreted as a sign of
weakness. His career is evidence of the opposite.
He had a distinguished war
record in World War II and his
dignified persistence won valuable concessions for New Zealand in connection with Britain's entry into the European
Common Market. Dairy exports, the biggest source of foreign trade income, will continue to Britain until 1977, at
which time New Zealand will
have a guaranteed market for
at Igastll percent of its butter
and cheese exports to Europe.
This will give New Zealand
earnings higher than she now
gets in the British market.
While it is said that New Zealand has remained much closer
to Britain than neighboring
Australia (1,400 miles northwest) with its growing ties to
America, Marshall believes
that New Zealand too is moving
toward greater reliance on its
U.S. ties.
"Your West Coast is close to
us." he said, "and your country
has a much greater role than
Britain in the Pacific. Also, we
cooperated with you in the
ANZUS Australia-New Zealand-U.S.) pact, in SEATO
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization I and in Vietnam. Our
two nations share the same
kind of outlook, with similar
objectives. We feel more at
home in the company of the
Crated States than with many
other nations. We have the
closest association in international relations."
He seemingly caught himself
at this point in recognition of
the interne independence that
is part of nearly every New
Zealander,and said,"I must be
careful to say that New Zealand acts quite independently
and might take quite a different
line of approach. However, we
have so much in common that
we find we follow a similar line
frequently."
Marshall noted that "we
have most of the U.S. problems
in somewhat lesser degree —
inflation and so forth and we
are working on remuneration
authority (wage controls) to go
with price freezes. While we
don't suggest that you copied
us, we did have talks with your
embassy over a year -age,-.
plaining our price freeze prograin,and we note you followed
along the same lines."
On matters of defense,
Marshall said, "No, we do not
feel any danger or live in fear
of attack. For that reason it is
not so easy politically to justify
substantial defense expenditures and preparations.
"However, we do accept our
responsibilities under collective security and we think we
pay a high premium for this
role.
"Thirty years ago there was
a threat of attack from the
north I by Japan ) and we accept our responsibility in the
context of the Pacific region —
as we accepted it in Korea,
Vietnam, Mialaysia, Singapore
and wg even now help provide
training for Cambodian troops
t the last New Zealand troops
left Vietnam at the end of
1971 I."

FLEA
CIRCUS

CARNIVAL

La' ABNER
GOTTA
REST—

DON'T LAND ON
TEETER! 'ROCA!!
SLIGHTEST
EICT11 WEIGI-IT'LL
'TOPPLE IT DOWN
ON US
LEADS ILLINOIS
Cecil Coleman has become athletic director at
the University of Illinois
He formerly was athletic
director at Wichita State
He succeeds Gene Vance,
who retired because of
ill health

We wish to thank Rev. Norman

ELEVI

1972 HONDA SI, 70. Perfect
Approximately 500
A1NC
miles. Phone 753-3672.

Culpepper, the Max Churchill condition.
Funeral Home, Friends and
neighbors for their kindness
showii to us in the passing of our
dear one, Ruble Dick, July 17.
Thank you for the flowers, foods.
and cards. May God bless you
and keep you is our prayer.
1TC
The Family:
IONATED— s
America. Laurel Lea Schaefer,
says she's met so many different people this year that
she's learned bow to listen to
opinions that aren't the same as
her own. Laurie, who'll crown a
successor in September, says
she's more flexible now.
(AP Wirephotop

KITCHEN RANGE, dinette set,
bedroom suites, bunk beds, living
room suite, drapes, and spreads.
AIP
Phone 753-8724.

14' POLAR KRAFT fishing boat,
18 H.P. Evinrude motor, Moody
We wish to thank all of the trailer, trolling motor with
people who helped us in any way battery. $450.00. Phone 492-8600
during the illness and death of after 4:00 p.m.
All'
our bocci one Jim Scarbrough.
May God bless each one of you in
ELECTRIC WATER fountains
a very special way.
and bird baths,assorted sizes and
Temple & Lenord Garrett
colors. See Mike McDaniels,
F:arlie, Margrant and Glenda Almo, Route 1, just North of
4Scarbrough.
1TP Lane.
A8P

ALUMINUM
PLATES

House buyers must
do their homework
By DOROTHEA M. BR WKS
NEW YORK IUPI) —
Home buying for most families
involves the emotions as well
as the pocketbook. Nevertheless, it a an undertaking in
which you'd best -put your
heart on the shelf and let your
head guide you."
This advice comes from The
Family
Banker, money
management newsletter of the
Continental Bank. Chicago.
Simple common
sense,
concern for detail, and some
boning up beforehand are
important ingredients in a
successful
house-hunting
venture, the bank says.
It outlines some general
pointers and, noting that many
complicating details accompany the purchase of a
home, strongly advises the use
of professional help.
If you have the slightest
question of your ability to or
understanding
of
the
procedure of buying a home,
the bank advises, "do additional research or consult •
professional in the area about
which you're concerned—
before you set out on a househunting venture."
It recornMetida use of a
qualified, reliable real estate
broker who knows the area in
which you are looking. Get the
recommendations of friends,
or, if you are new to an area,
your local bask may be able to
suggest the names of several
reputable firms.
It stresses, too, the importance of consulting an
attorney familiar with real
estate before you put anything
in writing.
Some guidelines:
—Above all, avoid hasty
decisions. Accept the fact—at
the onset—that searching for
and purchasing the right home
will be a tffne consuming and
sometimes exasperating
process. Plan to investigate
thoroughly
neighborhoods,'
homes,
and
financial
arrangements most suited to
your needs. And don't be
.misguided by impulsiveness.
—Determine your price
range. While in the past, the
rule of thumb indicated the
price tag on your home should
equal two and a half times
your annual income, or
monthly housing costa should
not exceed one full week's
take-home pay, the bank
suggests instead a more
personal guideline.
''...Determine exactly how
much you can afford each
month for all the expenses of
home ownership: mortgage
payments, insurance, taxes,
electricity, heat, water,
miscellaneous services, and
maintenance. Be sure that
you're also willing to pay that
amount for each month—that
your housing investment won't
infringe too heavily on your
financial flexibility in other
—Shop for the mortgage
that best suits your need.. In
addition to settling on the best
interest rate, amount of down
payment and term of loan,
know the answers to questions
like these:
What is the difference
between FHA. VA and
conventional loans?
Is there an escalation clause
which would allow the lender
the right to raise the interest
rate at a later date?
Is there a prepayment clause
which would allow prepayment of some or all of
the loan before the scheduled
time? If so, does it impose a
penalty on such prepayment?
Are there other charges such
as appraisal and claim/ coda?
Might it be possible to
assume the seller's mortgage?
—Have I agreed to a
contract purchase, which
would nal give ownership in
the house tintil the entire loan
was paid? In such acase
the p;,
rif
ion
a
payment is missed,
financing thr bootie could take
possession without foreclosure
action.
—Settle on location. Long
before you look at • home, you
should investigate communities carefully with an eye

Tom!
Eat Your

23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building our
mice or rats.

to suitability for your family.
Look for a neighborhood with
• socio-economic standard
similar to your own. Look into
transportation, shopping and
recreational facilities, schools,
churches and special attractions. Search for •
reasonable zoning ordinance
which allows for some growth
and is well enforced by the
community.
—Maintain a checklist of
things to observe in potential
homes and keep a written
record of the homes you visit
which interest you.
—In looking over a home,
don't be afraid to take your
time. Ask questions freely, and
expect direct answers from the
real estate agent and the seller.
It is sot out of line to ask to see
fuel receipts, to ask for the
names of people who have
serviced . equipment and

25' each
Call at
103 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky.

BEAUTIFUL PEEK-A-P00
puppies, 6 weeks old $45 to $55.
Make wonderful pets Call 7534469 after 6 p.m.
A5C
FAMOUS PIANO. Will transfer
beautiful spinet to reliable home.
Balance can be assumed on low
individual terms. To see, write:
Joplin Piano Co., Joplin, Mo. A2P
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1972 HONDA 450 K-4, bitter-sweet
2900 miles, several
extras. Phone 767-2282.
J31C

orange,

TAPPAN GAS range. $50.00.
Whirlpool washer and Whirlpool
gas dryer,$25.00 each. Phone 7537536,
AlC

Plymouth, new tires, perfect
condition. Call 753-4516.
J31C

DON WI
and new
Route 1,
2580.
FREE
installati

Answer to Saturdey's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
Before
Book of facts
Roadside hotel
Printer's
measure
Once around
track
Snare
Begins
Fruit cake
Vast horde
Talks idly
Crafty
Conjunction
So be it!
Story
Conjunction
Still
Sailor
Turkish
regiment
Tableland
Vast age

'PIANO tun
'Prompt e
'experience.
sale. Ben
- Kentucky,
2C

CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy to
do with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Begley Drug
Store, Central Shopping Center.
A5C

READ the
WANT
ADS
3
4
5
6

.,

1971 YAMAHA 125 Enduro. 2,700
actual miles. If interested phone
753-5367.
A2P

GOOD FISHING rig. Also 1966

ACROSS

CALL

Ledger & Times

At the least, you should:
Note if there are water
stains or dampness in corners
of the basement. Either could
be the tip-off to a seepage
problem.
Check the electric service
entrance to make sure wiring is
adequate for your needs.
Today, 100 amp service is
minimum and this will rapidly
become inadequate as more
electronic products come into
use.
Check the age and type of
the heating system. Ask for
fuel records to help judge
efficiency and operating costs.
Check water heater for size
and telltale leaks at the bottom
of the tank.
Turn on faucets in the
kitchen at the same time.
Water pressure is adequate if
you get a good flow from each.
Walk around outside and
examine condition of roof.
gutters, downspouts, drainage,
siding. paint and caulking.
When you've decided on a
home, if common sense and
personal investigation don't
tell you all you need to know
about the soundness of a
home, seek the advice of a
professional—an engineer, or
reliable builder or home inspection service.
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FOR McGOVERN

II/I 11,---61
--**"
Roaches
Carry Germs

SHIRLEY MacLAINE

UNWANTED HAIR
QUICKLY

PERMANENTLY

Enjoy "Feather-Touch"

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites wort 24 hours a
day the year round...Winter and Summer,
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

100 S. 13th Street

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
Mymber Chalinber of Commerce

r

comfort with the new
INSTANTRON.
Call for private
appointment.

No obligation!

Judy Powell

FOR ALL your auction needs,
call Wilson & Thompson Auction
Service. Licensed and bonded.,
Wayne Wilson Auctioneer,'
Charles Thompson apprentice
auctioneer. Office phone 753-3263.
Home phones 753-7565 and 7535086.
August4C

307 N. 4th

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TEN N.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
DON WILKERSON Roofer, old
and new roofs, and wood roofs.
Route 1, Kirksey. Phone 4892580.
September14C

6

Ica e,

3)

TWO MSU Students will do interior and exterior house painting. For free estimate contact
A4P
Charles,753-8224.

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

CUSTOM HI-BOY
SPRAYING
Harrison's Farm Center
Hazel, Ky. 498-8321
PROFESSIONAL CARPET and
PAINT AND Repair work. Phone
rug cleaning. Shag rugs, homes, 489-2651.
AIC
offices, churches and stores.
Insurance claims, smoke odor
AUCTION SALE
removal,furnace cleaning. DYna
Kleen Services, Paducah or THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 7:00
Barlow, Ky. Call collect 443-3310 p.m., Old Barn, North edge Mo
TFC, Go Oil Co., 2 miles North Murray
or 334-3271.
,641 Will sell large lot of Filling
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Station equipment, new parts
also bank gravel, fill dirt and mechanical items, diet have
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, been collected over a long period
or 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. TFC of time, this is a partial listing: 3
coke machines, 1 large water
cooler, 3 commeride popcorn
vacuums„ 2 large commercial
vacuum cleaners, 1 lot of outside
lighting equipment, with low
temperature ballast; large lot of
Now Has
muffler and toil pipe clamps.
Pick-up load of new toil pipes and
mufflers. Load of tires, w wheels,
hub caps and ports walls, all
kinds of gas station pumps and S4
HP motors.Several hundred cans
WILL DO baby sitting between of paints, one large ports power
the hours of 7:30 and 4:30. Prefer electric fitting connections and
pre-school children. Thant 753- boxes of all kinds, one pipe bend,
A3C gas and oil heaters, gas welding
'4548.
equipment, large tool cabinets.
BARN PAINTING and com- Cookie and candy racks, radios.
mercial spraying. Local painter. So many pieces it would be imReferences. Free estimate. possible to list. Sale conducted by
Otto Chester, Auction Service
Phone Farmington 382-2299.
with Dan Miller Apprentice
CARPET LAYING and concrete Auctioneer assisting. For inestimate. Phone 436- formation call Lynn Grove, 435•work. Free
A1NC 4042..
2124 or 436-2138.

Air Conditioner
Repair

:•:• 67

Ph. 637-2778
Ph. 525-1415
Ph. 256-5847
Ph. 621-2932

7-3(
'WE'RE WAITING FOR SOME MORE VIP
PHONE CALLS."
Paa U.s.Pal Oft-All rights oeuma
•lart be UMW F.ation Sremoliaate.

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
Members of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association in Calloway County will meet at 2 p.m. Saturday,
August 12, 1972, to nominate candidates for director from
District No. 3(West of the L&N Railroad). The meeting will
be held at the Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky.
On Saturday, August 26th, polls will open at the same
location from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. and official ballots will be
provided for members to elect a director. The director will be
elected for a term of three years.
The election of August 26th will not be held in Districts
where there is only bae nomineee for director and such
nominee will be declared duly elected for the respective
district by the election committee.

Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association
Murray, Kentucky
FOR LEASE

FOR LEASE

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES 8. SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CS 8 CAR
RADIO REPAIR

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

swimsOOOOO•••••••••OOOOOOOa•••inememera•■••••1 1971 MEDALLION mobile home,
•
12'x55'. Excellent condition.
• 33 ACRES FIVE MILES east of New Concord and only 142
•
• Phone 492-8232 after 6:00
• miles from lake, timber, large pond, house, and well. Priced •
A1C
• p.m.
to for one week only at $9,995.00.
•
•
a
230 ACRES ON BLACK TOP road,about 100 acres in pasture, I• ONE CROSS-cut saw, $6.00. Two
a timber, good water supply, fenced. East of New Concord.:wooden
storm
m
doors
•
a
:3'x6'8"x11,11",
each. One
• Priced at less than $225.00 per acre.
a
•
storm
St wooden
•
a 210 ACRES ON SAME ROAD as above with long road fron- • 2'8"x6'8"xli5", $3.C3. Two
• tage, good building sites, could be made into a cattle farm. •'wooden panel entrance doors
Priced at $25,200. Attractive terms.
• 2'8"x6'8"x13e- tone with glass
•
pane 24"x34", one with three
•
• NEED A REAL GOOD BUILDING lot? We have two fine lots • glass panels) $4.00 each. Eight
left in the North Hills Subdivision. Utilities are in. Convenient U double-strength window panes
•
• to central part of city. Two choice 3s acre lots at only • 17"x23", 50 cents each. Phone
•
• $2,495.00 each.
• 753-7278.
A1NC
•
•
•
▪ THE MORGAN BOAT DOCK ROAD at Cypress Creek is the •
•
▪ location of this fine three bedroom house on one-acre of land,
•
•
▪ good well, electric, and phone. Only two miles from lake.
•
•
is
• PANORAMA SHORES - TWO LAKE front lots at only •
U
•
▪ $3,995.00 each.
•
U
•
•
▪ We are experienced in real estate appraisals to help you in •
•
•
• your listing of your property.
S
Excellent condition
•
•
•
S
•
•
a
(Helmet Included)
a
•
•
a
•
418 Main Street, Murray
•
•
Phane 753-6550
a
s
753-5064,
•
(RS.)753-3059 •
a•
•
•
John C. Neubauer, Associate Broker 753-7531
a
a BEDROOM SUITE, solid cherry,
and Robert Rodgers, Salesman 753-7116.
•
• We are a
member of Murray-Calloway County Multiple i large poster bed, can be used
• Listing Service.
a with canopy top, springs and
•
• mattress, dresser, 5' long, 24"
•
wide, 3' high with 12 drawers,
LARGE WATER front lake lots THREE BEDROOMS; central desk, 3'2" long, 20" wide with let
/
2 baths, dining down door, 4 drawers, large plate
on Blood River Bay adjoining heat arid air, 11
TVA boundary line. Phone 753- room,large den, beautiful drapes glass mirror, frame 31,2" wide,
TFC and decorating. 1725 Keenland vanity stand with stool and at/(997 after 8:00 p.m.
A2C tached mirror, 7 drawers. Phone
Drive. Phone 753-5950.
753-8529.
J31C
EXTRA NICE three
-bedroom
HELP WANTED
brick house,located 1614 Belmont
ENGLISH SETTER pups, lemon
Drive. 11
/
2 baths, den, patio,
and white. Phone 753-8750. J31C
BOOKKEEPER
WITH
excarpet, appliances built-in.
Shown by appointment. Priced to perience or knowledge of general 1967 TRIUMPH Bonneville, 650
sell. See Carlos Black, Jr., or bookkeeping and some typing. cc. 1971 Honda 175 SL. Phone 753phone 753-5287.
A3C Three days a week. Apply in 9151 after 2:00p.m.
J31C
person at Lassiter & Latimer

FOR SALE
1970 Honda
Road Bike

606 Brookhaven
247-6698
Mayfield, Ky.

Pennsylvania
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuildtog.
Tennis Balls
Prompt expert service. 15 years ROOM ADDITIONS, remodeling,
Coming Soon
experience. Rebuilt pianos for carpet laying and concrete work.
sale. Ben W. Dyer, Murray, Free estimate. Phone 436-2124 or
PARKER-MeKENNEY
AlP
Kentucky, phone 753-8911. August 436-2138.
ATHLETICS
2C
203 Chestnut Street
.WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Phone 753ELECTROLUX SALES & SerRay Bandarra's
6130.
August28C vices,Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
Welding Service
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarPortable Welding, Wrought BULLDOZER WORK, D7E mington, Kentucky.
TFC
Iron, Repair Work
hydraulic power shift, at hourly
rate. Will contract clearing land
Phone 753-9475
by acre. Contact Ernest, 498-8295
Montgomery Ward
or Ralph Stewart 492-8491. A7C
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
io percent off all Returned
Goods
,Plumbing-electrical-roofing and LASSITER-LATIMER Glass Co.,
Open fill 7:00 P.M.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or new location 1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7625 nights.
TFC Auto glass, installation, store
aluminum
fronts,
FREE CENTRAL air in several
awnings,carports & canopies, new two and three bedroom
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING, storm doors & windows,shower &
experienced in interior and ex-'Mb enclosures, window glass homes. Limited offer. Paris,
terior. Fully equipped for all replaced, screens repaired, Mobile Homes,Paris, Tennessee.J31C
painting. Free estimates. Phone furniture tops & rnirros. 753489-2287.
August9C 7117.
J31C

Murray Home
and Auto

4

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View 0

SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS%

ew,so easy to
. Rent electric
Begley Drug
ping CenA5C

3-19 16:
Call
41
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••som•••••••••••••••••••

Spiders

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

5.,

THE WANT ADS WAY75
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SERVICES OFFERED

•

FOR LEASE

CLAUDE L MILLER, Real Estate

BY OWNER, three bedroom Glass Co., 1202 Johnson Blvd.
brick, near MSU, newly J31C
decorated, spacious utility,
drapes included. Also two large EXPERIENCED
WELDER
sleeping rooms in back with needed at 5 Points Welding Shop.
private entrance and bath for Apply in person, no phone calls
extra income. Will self for only 'please.
TFC
620,500 or lease front part for
6150.00 per month, all utilities WANTED
EXPERIENCED
included. 107 North 17th Street. painters, steady work For
inPhone 753-7408 for apinterview
phone
753-5287.
Al
A4C
pointment.
THREE BEDROOM brick on
College Farm Road, next to high
school. Appliances, disposal and
air ,conditioning. Carpeted
throughout. Extryntee- lot.
Phone 753-4439 forapA1C
pointment.

1970 SUZUIU 50, in excellent
condition,6185.00. Phone 7533376.
J31NC
MODEL RED cherry dining
room set, upright freezer, living
room chair, been upholstered,
other odds and ends. Call 7534716.
J31C
20" BOY'S BICYCLE, like new,
with banana seat. Phone 753.3680
days or 753-4074 nights.
J31C

ApplyRestaurant
in person or
Help

1952 INTERNATIONAL pickup.
1965 Dodge with air conditioning,
DARLINGS, COME to the Red,
power steering and brakes. 1969
Phone 474- 2211 Ext. 171
Geranium in Canton and see my
truck camper, long bed. 870
Ken Lake Marina
newest rock. Liz is envious.
Remington 12 gauge and. 306
Zsa Zsa
Remington a utomatic,‘‘never
HEAVY EQUIPMENT Dozer- been fired. 357 Magnum colt
J31C
BY OWNER three bedroom brick Scraper Operators needed.
pistol. Phone 753-6995.
J31C
at 1106 South 16th Street. $21,500. Experience not Necessary) can
Garage
and
storage
room.
EnTretorn
earn up to $300 per week after
closed carport. Laundry room, short training. Call or write: 1968 WINNER MercCruiser, inTennis Shoes
air conditioning, fenced back -Nationwide Heavy Equipment board 4 cylinder, with convertible
Coming Soon
yard, covered patio. Phone 753- Training Service, Inc. Phone 502- top and side curtains. Phone 436PARKER-McKENNEY
2182 after 6:00p.m.
J31C
,1668.
A4C 443-6584, 612'1 Broadway, Unit 4,
ATHLETICS
Paducah,Kentucky 42001. A2C 1926 MODEL-T Ford, $700.00.
1203 Chestnut Stree
AT KENIANA Shores the
1964 Chevy 1 ton truck with
smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices NEEDED-A hard working
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
refrigeiator bed, $700.00. 1967
start
at
$795.
'Only
$10
down
and
salesman. Excellent income, Super Sport Impala, 6550.00.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
'$10 per month. Lake access. All tremendous
future.
Dial Phone 753-5429 after 4:00p.m.
13th Street. "Every day you
-utilities including central water. Paducah. 443-4594 for apdelay lets bugs have their
J31C
Phone 436-5320.
TFC pointment.
TFC
A2C
way."
1966 MODEL MONARCH house
FOR THE largest selection of
trailer, 12'x56'. If interested
It You
homes, contact Tripp Williams
AUTOS FOR SALE
phone 753-4936.
J31C
and John Hodge, day or night at
1963
FORD
Galaxie,
new
rear
Guy Spann Realty Branch Office,
FOR'RENT
FOR RENT
711 Main,753-9478, 753-6262 or 753- springs and shocks, radio. Phone SKI BOAT, as sharp as they
Phon*.come, 1970 model 14' Glastron
August9C 753-7523 afternoon or
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; -DUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,' 6422.
evenings.
J31P V143, 1970415 H.P. Evinrude,
living room, kitchen, bathroom, near University. Plenty o( closet
Moody trailer. Finest quality at a
with shower and bath. One or two space, two bedrooms. Un- DUPLEX, THREE bedrooms
p.m.
bedrooms. Zinunerinan Apart- furnished. Phone 753-8096 or 753- each side. Carpet throughout. 1966 CHEVROLET Pickup truck, good price. You must see it.
or
August25C
ivy TFC Central heat and air. Total in- in
excellent condition. If in- Phone 753-6262.
ments, South 16th Street. 753- 3312.
come, $310 per month. $29,500.00. terested phone 489-2230.
A IC
6609.
A3C.4
CARPETS A fright? Make them
ROOMS WITH kitchen privileges Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. TFC
a beautiful sight with Blue
Between 6:00 p.m. ONE BEDROOM furnished for boys only. For more in- AT
$295.00.
BLACK 1963 Cadillac,
GATESBOROUGH Estates, White 1963 Cadillac, $195.00. LuStr#. Rent electric shampooer
apartment, air conditioned, formation phone 753-5005.
7:00 p.m. In The adjoining MSU campus, next to
large three bedroom brick home. Phone 753-7827 or see at London $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping
A5C
Large living-dining room, family Drive,Canterbury Estates. A1P Center.
Evening
'White Hall. Couples only. No August28C
If you know your route
room, kitchen has built-in stove,
TFC
pets. Phone 753-3805.
VACATION IN Daytona Beach. dishwasher, 2 baths, large corner
BE1,TONE FACTORY fresh
boy's number, please call
Ideal furnished home, one block lot, fenced yard, garage, utility 1960 FORD pickup truck. Good hearing aid batteries for all make
him first. If you get no
NEW TIC) bedroom or three from beach, 13,2 hours to Disney
Phone 435shape.
mechanical
results then call John
room, wall to wall carpet, drapes,
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A2C
bedroom duplex with central heat World. Weekly or monthly.
J31P
5903 after 6:00p.m.
Pasco , Jr. at the above
central
electric heat-air, washer
and air. Disposal, range, dish- Reasonable. Reserve now while
14' JOHN BOAT and trailer with
number during the hours
dryer hook-ups. Garden. Phone
washer, washer and, .dryer available. 753-4179.
1963 FORD Fairlane station 18 Ill'. Johnson motor in exJ31C 753-3870
listed
or
753-9371
for
aplot
with
hookup, all carpet, large
9
wagon. Priced reasonable. Phone cellent condition. $450.00. Phone
pointment.
A5C
garden spot. $125.00 and $150.00 TWO BEDROOM house, located
J31C 492-8425.
Sherril Outland,753-3786.
A2P
per month. Phone 753-7550 after at 307 South 11th. 1,2 basement,
3
-BEDROOM
HOME
with
over
WAN1ED TO RENT
TFC gas heat,$90.00 per month. Small
5:00p.m.
3000 sq. ft. of living area that is 1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP. '2 USED ELECTRICAL service
64arnily only. Phone 753very attractively decorated. New ton, very good condition, good pole for mobile home. $45.00
UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTOR
J31NC kitchen with built-in oven and tires. 753-6846.
5094..
J31C Phone 4924425 between 5:00 and
desires to rent 3-4 bedroom
10:00 p.m.
range as well as dishwasher, and
A2P,
house, beginning August 15. FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Write to: Resident, 2801 North fully carpeted, air conditioned, TWO BEDROOM mobile home. garage. A 20 x 9 bathroom with
Smith Pike, Bloomington, In- electric heat. One block from Carpeted throughout, all electric. two double closets sand a nine 1969 CHEVROLET Impala TWO REGISTERED quartercampus. No pets. $100.00 per On private lot. Also one private foot vanity with double mirrors is Custom
Power mares with filly colts. One
Coupe.
diana 47401,or phone 812-336month.
Phone
753-6425
brakes,
air,
days
or
steering,
A,. refrigerator, 1'2 year old horse.
492Phone
trailer
lot
for
exceptional
and
half
bath
in
the
3290.
A2C
753-5962 nights.
A1C 9785.
A1NC master bedroom is extra. A 161111 FMradio. White with blue vinyl Call after 5:30 489-2402.
A2P
living room and large family top Also 1948 Jeep, good conLOCAL RELIABLE family must
A2P WRITE FACE baby calf. Phone
room with beautiful corner dition. Phone 753-7242.
have three or four bedroom house TWO BEDROOM mobile home in
FOR SALE OR TRADE
435-5335.
1TP
fireplace
offers
plenty
of
ento rent before August 15. Can the woods, near Cypress Cove.
furnishe plenty of references. Air conditioned, TV. By the day, WILL SELL new dinette set or tertainment area. It also has LIGHT BLUE 1965 Ford. Ex- 14' ALUMA
CRAFT fishing boat,
/
2 acres
Will need house for next 4 to 6 week or month. Boat and motor trade for used desk. Must sell carport, large utility, l-1
cellent condition. Air con- 20 H.P. Johnson motor, Moody
of
ground,
storage
shed.
$17,000
years. Phone Mrs. Jan Cooper available. Phone 436-2145 after promptly. Phone 753-8581 after
ditioning, power sleeting. Best 'trailer, $850.00. Phone 7534202 or
and it's yours. Phone 437753-8002.
J31C 5:00p.m.
A15C 6:00 p.m.
TFC 4552.
J31C 753-3648.
TFC"
J31P offer. Phone 75341609.

Texaco Service Station
* Paid Training Program

* Minimum Investment Required

Hugh Carraway
Phone:

753-2321

Miss Your Paper
753-1916
Before 5:00
753-7278

a

4
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, KY. (AP)—A Louisville woman has been
charged with abandonment of her nine-month-old child on a
doorstep July 1.
The woman, Rita Diane Richardson, 21, called police from a
pay telephone Saturday to surrender. Jeremy Stephen Richardson,the infant, is being cared for at the Home of the Innocents. He
was found on an apartment 'house doorstep.

Federal State Market News
Service July 31, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1133 Est. 800
harrows and Gilts 50 cents
lower Sows steady to 50 cents
higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.00-27.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 26.50-27.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 26.00-26.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 25.50-26.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 23.50-24.50
few at 25.00
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 72.50-23.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.50-22.50
Boars 18.50-20.00

PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP)—Republican candidate for the 7th
District Congressional seat, Robert Holcomb, has charged that
his opponent, incumbent Democrat Rep. Carl Perkins has not
encouraged entry of industry into Eastern Kentucky.
Holcomb said the lack of industry being located in the area and
restrictions imposed by the federal Mine Health and Safety Act
have resulted in the loss of about 4,000 jobs in the area.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)—The executive director of the state
Council on.Public Higher Education has confirmed that he will
submit his resignation to the newly appointed council at its first
meeting next month.
Ted C. Gilbert plans to take a post with the University of
Kentucky's Office of Insitutional Planning. Gov. Wendell Ford
told Gilbegleaslier this summer that he would not be retained as
head on the council, noting that a legislative commission study
has recommended that the council's chief executive have the
same qualifications as a university president.

Personnel ...

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—Seventeen-year-old Peggy Harrell of
Morehead will represent Kentucky in the Miss National Teenager
Pageant in Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 2.
She was selected Miss Kentucky Teenager at a pageant in
Lexington Saturday night.

World News Briefs
WASHINGTON (AP)—With the party new national chairman
urging him to pull out, Democratic vice-presidential nominee
Thomas F. Eagleton says he'll take his fight for staying on the
ticket to George McGovern tonight.
Eagleton said Sunday he will present his case to McGovern at a
meeting tonight but was not at all sure a decision would result
from the meeting. He said whether he stays on will be a joint
decision.
The Missouri senator's future on the ticket has been in question
since last Tuesday when he disclosed that he had undergone
psychiatric treatment three times for mental depression.
LONDONDERRY, Northern Ireland I AP—British troops and
armor occupied barricaded strongholds of the Irish Republican
Army early today and encountered almost no resistance. But the
IRA struck back later with bombs that killed at least six civilians.
Striking at 4 a.m., 13,000 British soldiers smashed down IRA
barricades with tanks converted to bulldozers and took possession
of Catholic areas of Londonderry, Belfast and five other cities. By
noon, reports were coming in of bombings in Londonderry and
other towns.
SAIGON I AP)—A US. B52 bomber crashed Sunday night
during a thunderstorn in northeast Thailand, and two Air Force
F4 Phantoms went down off the coasy of North Vietnam after
running out of fuel,the U.S. Command announced today.
The U.S Embassy in Bangkok said five of the six B52 crewmen
were killed and the sixth was rescued. The command in Saigon
said the four Phantom crewmen also were rescued.
BRUSSELS (AP)—Paul Henri Speak, 73, Belgian Socialist
leader and an architect of European unity and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, died early today. Speak served his country
twice as premier and six times as foreign minister,
Speak was known as "Mr. Europe" for his 34 years of work for
European unity. He also played a leading part at the founding
meeting of the United Nations in 1945 and became the first
president of the U.N. General Assembly in 1946.
LONDON AP)--Striking longshoremen streamed from
Britain's idle ports into London today to campaign for their job
security demands in a labor crisis threatenling to cause food
shortages within this week.
Prime Minister Edward Heath scheduled talks on the crisis
Tuesday with leaders of the Trades Union Congress, Britain's
•
labor federation.
UPPER MARLBORO, Md. API—The trial of Arthur Bremer,
the accused assailant of Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace, opens
with jury selection today in Prince Georges County Circuit Court.
A plea of innocent by reason of insanity has been entered.

People In The News
WASHINGTON AP)—Perle Mesta, well known Washington
hostess, was reported in satisfactory condition at Sibley Hospital
today where she is being treated for a broken hip.
She injured the hip in a fall down some stairs at the home of her
niece, Mrs. Lewis Ellis, on Friday.
The Washington Star quoted Mrs. Mesta as saying she would be
recovered in time to travel to Oregon in two weeks for a campaign
appearance on behalf of Sen. Mark Hatfield, 11-Ore.
"Don't worry. I'll be there. I want to make sure that goodlooking man is re-elected," she said.
Mrs. Mesta is believed to be about 81.

Fifty-one 4-H Club members returned Friday after attending
camp at the 4-H Center at Dawson Springs. They were accompanied by Fred Gillum, Extension Agent for 4-H. The group
participated in flag raising and lowering ceremonies, vespers,
singing, boating, swimming, riflery, archery, games, and
outdoor cookery. The boys and girls live in a cabin with fifteen

MOTORWAYS

Mc?torcycle mania
sweeps the nation
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
If you're in the market for a
new motorcycle, you will most
likely end up thoroughly confused by the fantastic array of
models that have appeared on
the marketplace in the last several months.
There was a time when the
prospective motorcycle buyer
would make up his mind what
kind of riding he would be doing
and decide how large a machine he would need. Then he
would waltz down to the dealer
who handled his favorite brand,
plunk down the cash and ride
away, happy as a dam.
That's all._ changed now.
'By the *se a guy makes up
his mind what kincla bike he
wants, gets the cash together or
arranges for a loan with the
salesman, chances are that a
new model has already been introduced," says cycle dealer
Gerry Martin, only half-jokingly.
The fact is that in the last
three years, the motorcycle
manufacturers have introduced more models into the
United States than in all their
previous years put together.
The incredible popularity of the
motorcycle has boosted yearly
sales figures even higher than
the manufacturers had projected. In 1960 there were ferer
than 500,000 motorcycles registered in the United States. Registrations are currently over
the three million mark, with no
end in sight.
Although motorcyclists come
from all walks of life and all
age groups (there is one 90year-old gentleman in Southern
California who rides his vintage Indian nearly every day),
motorcycles are particularly

HOLLYWOOD ( AP )—Actress Jane Fonda, back from a twoweek visit to North Vietnam,says she plans to shelve her acting
career until after the presidential election in. November.
Miss Fonda told newsmen greeting her Sunday she would be
working with the California-based Indochina Peace Campaign, a
group which plans to promote the Vietnam war as a major
election issue.
The antiwar activist said she was allowed to visit American
prisoners of war during her visit.
"I looked carefully in their eyes and they were not glazed",she
said, emphasizing that she did not think they were brainwashed.
"They said, As long as Nixon is in office, we are going to be in
here for a very long time."
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)—.Gov. George C. Wallace may
campaign for some Democrats this year—if he is iihysically
, able—without endorsing the party's presidential ticket, an aide
says.

Cody Lane& Adams, age n,
son of Cody W. and Estelle
The aide, who refused to be quoted by name, said Sunday that Adams of Route One, FarWallace hopes to do some limited stwnping for congressional mington, has volunteered for
state and local party candidates in Alabama and possibly in some service with the Tennessee
other Southern states,
National Guard. Adams a
Wallace issued a statement Saturday saying that he will not graduate of Calloway County
participate in "any exten.sive campaign activity in the immediate High School, attended Murray
future". But he added that he will ask his doctors for periodic State University where he was
evaluations of his physical conditiqn "throughout this political majoring in drafting. He is
taking his basic training at Fort
year."
Leonard Wood, Missouri, His
JERUSALEM (AP)—Prime Minister Golda Meir, who is address is Pvt. 2 Cody I Adams
'rarely ill despite a hectic schedule, has come down with the flu. 405-76-2201, Co. B 6th Bo. 2nd
The 74-year-old Mrs. Meir was unable to chair the weekly BDE, 3rd PLT., Fort Leonard
Wood, Missouri 65473.
meeting Sunday of the Israeli Cabinet.

—

campers and a counselor and are responsible for daily chores of
houskeeping and being responsible for their own personal
belongings. Members attended from New Concord, Faxon,
Farksey, Lynn Grove, Hazel, Horse, Calloway Teen, Almo,
Murray Middle, and Rifle Clubs. The group left by bus from the
County Extension Office.
(Staff photo by David Hill)

Jess Jones
Funeral Rites
Held Today

(Continued from Page 1)
hiring and promotions to be
based solely on merit and fitness.
Thompson charged, however,
that merit system employes in
his department have been fired,
hired and promoted solely on
political grounds since Ford
took office.
Under both the Breathitt and
Nunn administrations, Thompson said, patronage men in the
governor's office recommended
that certain individuals be
hired or promoted.
He did not always follow
those recommendations, and
there were no repercussions, he
said.
Now, he charged, he is given
no choice.
Unlike former administrations, Ford has moved the
patronage function out of his office and into state Democratic
Party headquarters,saying taxpayers should not support such
a function.
One thing prompting him to
bring the suit, Thompson said,
was a young woman who
recently , attained an "ontstanding" score of 94 on a social worker employment test
but was denied a job out of alleged political considerations.
There were three vacancies
for social workers in the county
in which she applied for a job,
he added.
"I am not in cahoots with
Nunn or anyone else" in bringing the suit, Thompson maintained.
am bearing the full
expenses (of filing the suit).
"It's something I have to do
because the system is rotten,"
he said.
Thompson said the current
violations of the merit system
law were increasing, rather
than decreasing as might be
expected when a new administration "consolidates its power."
Thompson said the State Personnel Board has granted him
an August hearing on his
charges.
Three of the board's five
members were appointed by
Nunn. Their terms expire over
the next three years on a staggered basis.

No Injuries ...
(Continued from Page 11
Tucker Geurin, Routs Three,
and a four-door sedan, driven
by Buel P. Hargis, Route One,
Almo, according to department
records.
Investigating officers said the
Geurin car was traveling west
on Circarama and the Hargis
car was traveling south on 12th
when the collision occurred.
Damage to the Geurin car
was the the right front end and
damage to the Hargis car was to
the left side, according to police
reports.
The fourth accident occurred
at 6:40 p.m., on S. 5th, according to police reports.
Cars involved were a 1968
two-door hardtop, driven by
Helen Dale Szwed, and a 1966,
four-door,driven by L.C. Miller,
1663 College Terrace, according
to department records.
Officers said the cars were
headed south on 5th when the
accident occurred. Damage to
the Szwed car was not reported
by the police, but the Miller car
was damaged to the left
quarter-panel, according to the
reports.
Officers said the Szwed car
was backing out of a parking
place and the Miller car was
parked at the time of the accident.
Citations issued by the police
over the weekend included one
for public drunk, one for
reckless driving, and one for
D.W.I.

Mrs. Taylor ...

(Continued from Page 1)
Jess Jones of Murray Route
Rescue squad members
One, Browns Grove community,
answering the call were Ed
succumbed Saturday at 7:52
Jennings, Mike Farley, Max
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Dowdy, Jimmy Johnson, Jerry
attractive to the under-30 maker is Honda, with about 50 County Hospital. He was 89
McCoy, Jerry Edwards, Jim
crowd.
per cent allhe market. Then years of age and his death
Wilkinson, Aaron Dowdy,
"I used to own a car, but I got come Suzuki, Kawasaki and followed an extended illness.
Barnard Steen, Bill Garland, ,
so sick and tired of spending Yamaha who specialize in the
The deceased was preceded in
Loyd Key, Ronnie Garland, Bob ten bucks a week on gas and less complicated two-stroke de- death by his wife, Mrs. Erma
Hoke, Wally Swan, and &avid
$400 a year on insurance that I sign motorcycles.
Mayfield Jones, on May 3, 1955.
Key.
got rid of it," explains 27-yearThe European makers like He was born March 7, 1883, in
Mrs. Taylor is survived by
old stockbroker Al Kinney as he TriumOR, BSA, BMW and Calloway County and was the
her husband, who is a farmer
polishes the chrome front fen- Norton_n.ave largely_ been son of the late Brian Jones and
and director of the Dees Bank of
der on his new Honda 500 street overshadoWed —6Y the JapaMargaret Doran Jones.
Hazel, and several uncles and
bike. "This baby takes me nese, although many a rider
Survivors
include
three
aunts.
One daughter, Miss Anna
wherever I want to go and it still prefers to roar around a
Dell Taylor, died October 16,
does•it for a lot less cash. My twisty mountain road on one of daughters, Mrs. Gilbert (Eva)
1957.
gas bill is maybe 11.50 a week these powerful,extremely well- Green of Warren, Mich., Mrs.
Mildred Sutton of Evansville,
The deceased was born June
and my insurance runs less constructed machines.
10, 1909, in Calloway County and
than 1100 a year. Besides, the
When motorcycling first took Ind., and Mrs. J.V. ( Jessie
Oeverby
of
was the daughter of the late
chicks really dig motorcycles." hold in the United States, it was Elizabeth )
Walter A. Jackson and Abilene
The motorcycle manufactur- the road bike — smooth run- Alexandria, Tenn.; three
West Jackson, Mrs. Taylor had
ers are seeing to it that custom- ning, comfortable and fast — sisters, Mrs. Josie Darnell of
ers like Al Kinney have a lot to that was most Nom
been the pianist and sang with
ular. With Farmington Route Two, Mrs.
choose from. The largest bike the advent of the
quartets prior to her illness. She
in rec- Susie Marine of Murray Route
reation, the dirt b ea — rough One;and-Mrs. Sewell (Graceie)
was a member of the South
ruling, rhino tough and light- Jordan of Farmington Rou.e
Pleasant
Grove
United
weight — took over as the No. 1 Ofr,—"ftie grandchildren;
Methodist Church.
, fourteen great grandchildren.
seller.
Funeral services are being
(Continued from Page 1)
Things are now turning full
held today at two p.m. at the
Funeral services are being
Jason Potter, Lucy Morgan circle. Highly sophisticated held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
road bikes with infinitely ad- chapel of the
Rollins.
Funeral Home with Rev. A.H.
Blalock-Coleman
justable
shock
absorbers, front Funeral Home with
Margaret Hall Sams, 4john
McLeod, Jr., officiating.
Rev.
Dossie
David Smotherman, Anna power disc brakes and other inActive pallbearers are Huel
Wheatley officiating.
Marie Spears, Frederick Roy novations are becoming popuWest, Paschall West, Joe D.
Pallbearers are Stanley
lar
all
over
again.
Many
are
Swann,
Daniel Dillon
West, Ed West, Haron West,
Darnell, Tommy
Darnell,
Terhune, Janice Thornton, three-cylinder jobs, like the Bryan Jordan, Hess Darnell,
and Harold Broach. Honorary
Michael Dodson Ward, Sherry Kawasaki Mach Three, a 750cc Jess Story, Barney Jones, Codie
pallbearers are directors of the
Lynn Williams, Marilyn Dale brute that will dust off just
Dees Bank of Hazel.
Darnell, and Bill Miller.
Wisehart, and Linda Sue about anything on the road.
Interment will be in the South
Interment will be in the
Honda and Suzuki offer
Wright.,,
Pleasant
Grove
Antioch Cemetery near Browns
United
•
'triples"
as
wet.
Master's Degrees—Billie
Methodist Church Cemetery
Grove with the arrangements
Marie Adams,Jean H. Bennett,
with the arrangements by the
by
the
Blalock-Coleman
+
+
Robert Dale Bergeson, David
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Funeral Home.
Franklin 'Berry, Jane A.
Q. My wife and I are planning
Blankenship, Margaret H. to spend the next year
roaming
Brown, Rachel Ann Cardwell, around America, taking in all
Bill L. Coker, Stephen Curtis the sights we can. We want to
Doran, Paula June Duncan.
either do our traveling in a
Larry Joseph Dunn, Larry small motcrhome or a pickup
James Garland, Deborah H. truck-camper combination. My
Glaciish, Anthony L Halinski, concern is safety. I have seen
Barbara Elizabeth Harmeyer, accidents where these types of
James Wayne Harris, Curtis units have been spread all over
Wesley Hirt, Sue Sublett the road. How can you tell a
Hopkins, Sara Lester Hussung, safe camper from an unsafe
Patricia Ann Brandon Jackson. one? And what do you think
Luther Dyer Kanipe, Jr., would be better for our purHelen Kline, Lynne Dallas poses, a motorhome or a campLech, Kathleen W. Madrey, Jo er? — T. J., Ohio
Ann Mathis, Joseph M. Meade,
Faye LaRue McConnell, AnA. Camper units and motorthony Thomas McGroarty, homes are still trying to live
Brenda C. Nix, William A. down a reputation for shoddy
construction going back to the
Parker.
Pamela Helen Parkhurst, days when they first became
Sharon Lee Patterson, Michael popular. Because of increased
Petty, Marian Mattingly Posey, cympetition and industry policDennis John Potts, Barbara ing, these units today are genThomason Priddy, Irwin erally well constructed. Some
Goolsby Rice, Jr., Delores Ann mqtorhornes use a steel cage
aiound which a fiber glass or
Roberson, Pamela
Jeanne aluminum "skin" is fashioned
Rodgers, Jane H. Rogers.
and most campers are tough
Mary Keys Russell, Martha
enough to stand up to.virtually
Melinda Smith Sanderson, Jack any sort
of abuse. If you are
Howard
Shell,
Kenneth planning on living on the road,
Raymond Sinclair, Arthur Lee
you will probably...4nd the moire
Slaughter, Jerry Len Spiceland, expensive motorhome more
Harriet Ann Stromecky, Da convenient than a campe'e. Any
Fayne Rogers Stun.son, Cor- recreational vehicle dealfr will
della Diane Sykes, Jarnia be glad to point you in the right
Mortensen Taylor
direction. Happy traveling.
Wanda F. Thacker, William
Ross Threlkeld, Ralph James
U you have a question about
Urban, Bettie Jean Usrey, your car, motorcycle or recrePatricia Miller Watson, and ational vehicle write to MOTORWAYS, Copley News SerMarilyn Y. Wigginton.
Specialist In College Troia* vice, in care of this newspaper.
Degree—Sharon Jeanette
Cathey, Marcus Roderic Hayes,
To get the correct waist measQUIT MONKEYING AROUND—GET THOSE RUSH CARDS IN: Murray
Walter Michael Kopar-z, and ure for a circular skirt, divide
State Untvenrity's
the waist measure by three., Panhellenic Council will hold formal rush August 21-25. Be sure to send your rush cards in now.
Lonnie Jane Rainey.
Cards
may
be
diameter
obtained
give
you
at
the
will
the
This
Dean
of
Women's
Associate
office,
MSU.
Degreer-Glenda
Shown here are some of the representatives of
the
in
the
cut'
Panhellenic
to
be
circle
the
of
Council:
(
'Heft to right) Debbie Cathey, Susan Reynolds, Beth Garrison, Sally
Jean Kelly, and Elaine UnHamilton, Celia Simmons, and (front center) Cindi Alexander.
material for the skirt.
derwood Paschall.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley(
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